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Eragon looked back at him, confused. “I don’t understand.”

“Of course you don’t,” said Brom impatiently. “That’s

why I’m teaching you and not the other way around.”

Eragon, Christopher Paolini
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Abstract

We present integral field spectroscopy of a pilot sample of Blue And Dusty Gas-Rich

Sources, or BADGRS, discovered in the first dust-selected survey from the Herschel

ATLAS. These BADGRS make up over 50% of the local volume of H-ATLAS and

have puzzlingly paradoxical properties; they are blue but dusty, with bright UV emis-

sion despite high dust masses; they are hot but cold, with lower than average dust

temperatures despite bright UV emission; they are young but old, with blue colours

and high gas fractions, indicating a young population, whilst having high dust masses

and being metal rich, indicating an older population; and they are metal rich but CO

poor, they have low ratios of H2 mass over dust mass, despite being metal rich in their

central regions. We observe this pilot sample of BADGRS with the KOALA integral

field unit, and describe in detail the data reduction and calibration process carried

out; custom scripts were created and parts of the existing AAO pipeline adapted to

carry out the data reduction for KOALA and solve issues found with the data, and

create the highest quality data cubes possible.

We investigate the dust attenuation law of one of the pilot BADGRS, UGC

9215, with the blue but dusty paradox in mind. We fit the spectra in each spacial

bin to extract emission line fluxes. We apply a model using the Balmer emission

lines Hα, Hβ, Hγ and Hδ, and their intrinsic line ratios, to constrain the slope, δ, of

the Salim et al. (2018) modified reddening law. We find a δ of -0.25 for UGC 9215,

steeper than the starburst attenuation curve of Calzetti et al. (2000), but shallower

than similar galaxies in the Salim et al. (2018) sample. A shallow attenuation curve

can indicate a more complex, clumpy dust geometry, as well as, in galaxies that are

dusty and star forming, the presence of a high fraction of unobscured OB stars and

regions where the galaxy has become transparent to UV radiation. These findings

may indicate that the blue but dusty BADGRS are not paradoxical at all, but have

merely been caught in a stage of their evolution where they have clumpy dust, and

regions that are transparent to the UV radiation of the young OB stars present.

xxi



Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Cosmic Dust

Approximately half the light emitted by objects in the Universe has

been absorbed by cosmic dust, found in galaxies and the interstellar medium (ISM),

and re-emitted at far-infrared (FIR) and submillimetre (submm) wavelengths (Dole

et al., 2006). Therefore, by studying the Universe in the FIR and submm, we can

directly probe the dust content of the objects within it. However, for a long time we

were unable to study a large portion of this wavelength range.

On the 26th January 1983, the Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS)

was launched, and subsequently carried out an unbiased all sky survey at 12, 25, 60

and 100µm (Neugebauer et al., 1984). The survey covered more than 96% of the sky

and led to great advances in the study of extragalactic sources; the survey took the

number of sources detected at these wavelengths from a few dozen to 20,000 (Soifer et

al., 1987). The launch of both the Infrared Space Observatory (ISO) and the Spitzer

Space Telescope followed IRAS; the telescopes operated along similar wavelength

ranges to IRAS (2.5 to 240 µm for ISO (Kessler et al., 1996) and 3.6 to 160µm for

Spitzer (Werner et al., 2004)) but boasted larger mirrors and greater resolution and

sensitivity.

Surveys have been carried out at the other end of the FIR and submm

wavelength range using the Submillimetre Common-User Bolometer Array (SCUBA)

camera, which was mounted on the ground-based James Clerk Maxwell Telescope

(JCMT). The camera was capable of observing at wavelengths ranging from 350 µm

to 2 mm, and was able to observe using two filters simultaneously (Holland et al.,

1999). This ability was exploited by both the Canada-UK Deep Submillimetre Sur-

vey (Stephen Eales et al., 1999) and the SCUBA Half-Degree Extragalactic Survey

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

(SHADES) (Mortier et al., 2005) to make observations at 450 µm and 850 µm. How-

ever, these surveys only covered very small areas of sky, unlike the all sky survey

carried out by IRAS.

The wavelength region between 250 µm and 450 µm remained rather un-

explored, with very few observations being made at these wavelengths. This hindered

the study of the extragalactic sky. Full wavelength coverage across the electromag-

netic spectrum is necessary to accurately determine the properties of the objects in

the Universe; with this gap in the spectrum, cold dust properties such as dust tem-

perature and dust mass could not be accurately determined due to a lack of data

points in the far infrared Spectral Energy Distribution (SED).

However, with the launch of the Herschel Space Observatory (hereafter

Herschel) on 14th May 2009, this gap between surveys in the FIR and submm has

begun to be bridged. Herschel consisted of a cooled telescope, 3.5 m in diameter, with

the ability to observe from 55 to 671 µm (Pilbratt et al., 2010). The telescope had two

main cameras on board; the Photodetector Array Camera and Spectrometer (PACS)

and the Spectral and Photometric Imaging REceiver (SPIRE). Each instrument was

capable of observing across three bands; PACS had bands with central wavelengths

of 70, 100 and 160µm, whilst SPIRE had bands with central wavelengths of 250,

350 and 500 µm (Poglitsch et al., 2010; Griffin et al., 2010). Herschel had a better

angular resolution than any FIR telescope before it (approximately 18′′ at 250 µm,

S. Eales et al., 2010), and allowed observations of objects in the Universe to be made

at previously unexplored wavelengths.

1.2 A selection of surveys of Local Galaxies

with Herschel

1.2.1 The Herschel ATLAS

Several surveys were carried out during Herschel’s open observing time;

one of the largest of these was the Herschel Astrophysical Terahertz Large Area

Survey (Herschel ATLAS or H-ATLAS). The survey was allocated 600 hours of time

and covered 510 deg2 of the sky in 5 photometric bands; PACS 100 and 160 µm and

SPIRE 250, 350 and 500µm (S. Eales et al., 2010). The main goal of the survey

was to cover the largest area of the sky possible, so the maximum scan rate of the

telescope, 60 ′′ s−1, was used. Observations were carried out in parallel mode, which

allowed observations to be made simultaneously with PACS and SPIRE.
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Figure 1.1. The positions of the Herschel ATLAS fields on the galactic plane in
white, shown over the IRAS 100 µm map. These fields include (top) the NGP field and
the GAMA fields with the SGP fields shown on the bottom. The green lines show the
RA and Dec on the IRAS map, and the other coloured lines show the observing areas
of other surveys, the colour codes of which are as follows: cyan −− KIDS/VIKING,
yellow −− SDSS, blue −− 2dFGRS, magenta −− Dark Energy Survey, magenta/blue
dashed −− South Pole Telescope. Images obtained from the Herschel ATLAS website
(http://www.h-atlas.org/survey/fields).

http://www.h-atlas.org/survey/fields
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The survey was spread across several fields placed near the northern and

southern galactic poles (NGP and SGP with areas of 150 and 250 deg2 respectively)

and along the celestial equator (the GAMA fields - named after the fields of the

Galaxy and Mass Assembly redshift survey (Driver et al., 2009), each with an area

of 36 deg2). The positions of these fields, shown in white in Figure 1.1, were chosen

to maximise the complementary data available to the survey and minimise the effect

of galactic cirrus emission, the infrared emission from dust grains in our own galaxy,

highlighted in colour in Figure 1.1.

There is a range of complementary data, as discussed fully in S. Eales

et al. (2010), available to support the H-ATLAS observations. This includes: spectro-

scopic redshift measurements from the GAMA survey, the Sloan Digital Sky Survey

(SDSS, Stoughton et al., 2002) and the 2dF Galaxy Redshift Survey (2dFGRS, Col-

less et al., 2001), optical from the SDSS and the Kilo-Degree Survey (KIDS) with

the VLT Survey Telescope (VST), ultraviolet from the Galaxy Evolution Explorer

(GALEX, Tuffs, 2008), near infrared from the VISTA Kilo-Degree Infrared Galaxy

Survey (VIKING, Edge et al., 2013) and the Large Area Survey (LAS) as part of the

UKIRT Infrared Deep Sky Survey (UKIDSS, Lawrence et al., 2007), and radio from

a 325 MHz survey with the Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope (GMRT, Mauch et al.,

2013).

1.2.2 The HAPLESS sample and the discovery of BADGRS

Clark et al. (2015) presented the properties of the first dust-selected

sample of nearby galaxies, at distances between 15 and 46 Mpc, using the H-ATLAS

Phase-1 data, which covers the area of the three H-ATLAS GAMA fields (GAMA-09,

GAMA-12 and GAMA-15). These 42 sources form the H-ATLAS Phase-1 Limited

Extent Spatial Survey, or the HAPLESS sample. Photometry in 20 bands was ob-

tained for the sources; these bands are: GALEX FUV and NUV, SDSS ugri, VIKING

ZYJHKS, Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE) 3.4, 4.6, 12 and 22 µm, PACS

100 and 160 µm and SPIRE 250, 350 and 500 µm. This wide range of photometric

data was used to obtain the properties of these galaxies, such as cold dust temper-

ature, dust mass, colour and star formation rate (Clark et al., 2015; De Vis et al.,

2017a).

The median cold dust temperature for the HAPLESS sample was found

to be 14.6 K, several K colder than galaxies found in other submillimetre surveys (a

median Tc of 18.5 K for the Herschel Reference Survey (HRS), and 17.7 K for the

Planck Early Release Compact Source Catalogue (ERCSC) (Clark et al., 2015)).
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Figure 1.2. A subset of BADGRS from Clark et al. (2015) showing the UV, optical,
Near-IR and Herschel 250 µm. Notice their very blue colours and flocculent nature.
Image credit: H-ATLAS/C. Clark.

They were also found to have higher ratios of dust mass to stellar mass; on average

the HAPLESS have ratios of dust mass to stellar mass greater by factors of 2-4

compared to the same surveys. They were also found to be very gas rich; this was

found to be particularly true for a curious subset of the HAPLESS sample. These

galaxies were identified by very blue FUV - KS colours of less than 3.5. They were

found to be irregular and flocculent in morphology, with a median gas fraction of

66%. Some galaxies in the subset were found to have gas fractions as high as 96%,

and at least 74% of the subset are found to have Hi masses greater than their stellar

mass (Clark et al., 2015; De Vis et al., 2017a). These galaxies are also dust rich whilst

having low stellar masses; they account for only 6% of the stellar mass in the local

volume, but contain 35% of the dust mass (Clark et al., 2015).

As well as very blue FUV - KS, the distribution of NUV - r colour

for the HAPLESS are also bluer than the HRS on average (De Vis et al., 2017a).

This quantity is closely related to specific star formation rate (sSFR) and shows

that HAPLESS sources are more actively star forming than those in the HRS. To

summarize, the HAPLESS sample therefore contains some very blue, gas rich, low

surface brightness sources, which are irregular or flocculent and have high sSFRs.

These Blue And Dusty Gas-Rich Sources, or BADGRS as they have been nicknamed

(Clark et al., 2015), make up more than 50% of the population in the local volume

of the H-ATLAS. A visual example of a subset of BADGRs from Clark et al. (2015)

is shown in Figure 1.2. We will explore their unusual properties in later sections.
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1.2.3 Recent Molecular Gas Observations of a sample of

BADGRS

As mentioned in Section 1.2.2, Clark et al. (2015) discovered a sample

of galaxies, dubbed BADGRS, using a blind dust selected survey with very curious

properties compared to other galaxies in the local Universe. Dunne et al. (2018)

carried out the first in-depth study of a pilot sample of these BADGRS. This pilot

sample contained four galaxies chosen from the HAPLESS sample of Clark et al.

(2015) which were classified as BADGRS: NGC 5584, NGC 5496, UGC 9215 and

UGC 9299. Due to the fact that the HAPLESS was made up of local galaxies, these

sources often have large angular sizes, making a survey of a larger sample of BADGRS

costly to carry out in terms of observing time. These sources were chosen for the pilot

sample because, between them, the four sources provide a representative sample of

galaxies from the original sample of BADGRS; their properties span the full range of

stellar mass, gas fraction, morphology and FUV - KS colour. Also, they are bright

and well-resolved examples from the parent sample, so made excellent targets for

follow up and therefore perfect for an in depth study of these sources.

Dunne et al. (2018) make use of the wide range of photometric data

available for these sources, as described in Clark et al. (2015) and De Vis et al.

(2017a). They also use optical spectra from the literature of the central regions of the

galaxies (from GAMA and SDSS) to derive rough estimates of the metallicities for

those regions. The four sample BADGRS were then observed using the IRAM 30-m

telescope, to obtain the 12CO(1–0) and 12CO(2–1) lines, and the Atacama Pathfinder

Experiment (APEX) 12-m telescope to obtain the 12CO(3–2) line.

For all four of the BADGRS that were observed, the CO luminosities

were found to be very low. The average molecular gas density implied by these CO

observations over the 2–3 kpc physical scale that these observations probe is found

to be 6–10 times lower than the inter-arm regions of M51, a local ‘typical’ galaxy,

averaged over a similar sized region. Dunne et al. (2018) also compared the dust

content of the BADGRS with the measured CO luminosities, as dust is often used as

a tracer of molecular gas content (Scoville et al., 2016; Tacconi et al., 2018; Millard

et al., 2021). The mean ratio of MH2/Md for CO pointing regions is ∼ 10 times lower

than values seen in local spiral galaxies. For a given metallicity, the BADGRS show

a much lower MH2/Md.
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1.2.4 The Paradoxical Properties of BADGRS

In the previous Sections, we saw that these Blue And Dusty Gas-Rich

Sources (BADGRS) make up more than 50% of the population in the local volume of

the H-ATLAS, with lower average dust temperatures and MH2/Md ratios, and higher

dust-to-stellar mass ratios compared to other local galaxies with similar metallicities.

This raises a few questions, indeed their properties are puzzlingly paradoxical:

• Blue but dusty: These galaxies were selected for their dust content, but are

found to be very blue, with a lot of bright emission in the ultraviolet (UV).

Dust plays an important role in the regulation of gas chemistry by shielding

molecules from harsh UV radiation that would destroy them. The abundance

of UV radiation here suggests the dust may be behaving differently; could this

be due to geometry or a different attenuation law?

• Hot but cold: As mentioned before, these galaxies have bright UV radiation,

but the majority of their dust is at very cold temperatures of 12 to 16 K. This is

unusual not only due to their UV emission, but also because these temperatures

are far lower than those usually seen in massive spiral galaxies and low metal-

licity dwarf galaxies (approximately 23 to 32 K) (Dale et al., 2012; Rémy-Ruyer

et al., 2013).

• Young but old: These galaxies are very blue and have very high gas fractions,

which implies that they are relatively young. However, they are also reasonably

metal rich in their central regions, and also have high amounts of dust emission,

suggesting that they have cycled through several generations of stars.

• Metal rich but CO poor: Recent observations of the 12CO(1–0) transition in

these galaxies reveal that they have very little H2 with respect to their dust

content (Dunne et al., 2018). This is surprising as they do not have low metal-

licities; the central metallicities from the SDSS indicate metallicities of Z ∼ 0.8

Z� (De Vis et al., 2017b). This could suggest that there is dissociation of CO

occurring in these galaxies, and therefore dark molecular gas present that is not

being traced by the CO (Wolfire et al., 2010). Another possibility is that these

galaxies are in fact deficient of molecular gas, despite having plenty of dust and

metals. High radiation fields, metallicity gradients or extreme turbulence could

all be possibilities for this lack of CO, or we could just be seeing these galaxies

in a state where they lack H2 whilst being at the peak of dust production.
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Figure 1.3. Schematic showing the difference between extinction and attenuation,
created by and obtained from Salim et al. (2020). Extinction describes the simple
case where light from a source is interacting with a single dust screen, and absorbing
and scattering that light out of the line of sight. Attenuation encapsulates the more
complex situation where there may be multiple dust screens, differences in source-dust
geometry, scattering of light back into the line of sight, and light from unobscured
sources.

In this Thesis, we will investigate these paradoxes, with emphasis on the

first item on the list above: is the difference in the BADGRS dust and UV radiation

properties due a different attenuation law?

1.3 Dust Attenuation in Galaxies

As mentioned in the previous sections, dust grains, which typically

range in size between approximately 0.01 µm and 10 µm (Kim et al., 1994b; Kim

et al., 1994a), scatter and absorb light, and re-emit it in the IR and sub-mm. This

process can be known as both extinction and attenuation, however there are differ-

ences between these two definitions. These differences are shown schematically in

Figure 1.3, created by Salim et al. (2020). Extinction, shown in the left panel of

Figure 1.3, is defined as the case where the light from a single source is interacting

with a dust screen, and the light is absorbed and scattered out of the line of sight.

Extinction must be measured observationally over a smaller angular scale than that

of a galaxy, as a single bright background source is required, for example, stars or

quasars (Salim et al., 2020). Attenuation, shown in the right panel of Figure 1.3,

adds more complex mechanisms to the definition of extinction. This situation can

include multiple dust screens, differences in source-dust geometry, scattering of light

back into the line of sight, and light from unobscured sources. This is the situation

more likely seen in a galaxy on a wider scale.
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1.3.1 The anatomy of an Attenuation Curve

When we observe a source that has been affected by dust, we can relate

the observed and intrinsic flux with the following equation:

Fobs(λ) = Fint(λ)10−0.4A(λ), (1.1)

where Fobs is the observed flux of the source, Fint is the intrinsic flux of the source,

and A(λ) describes the extinction or attenuation caused by the dust between the

observer and the source. The components of A(λ) are further given by:

A(λ) = k(λ)× E(B − V ), (1.2)

where E(B − V ) is the colour excess, which is a measure of the degree of reddening,

and k(λ) is the extinction or attenuation law for the system. Shorter wavelengths of

light are extincted or attenuated more strongly than longer wavelengths of light; this

wavelength dependence, and therefore the shape of the curve, is encoded within k(λ).

The shape of an extinction/attenuation curve can be broken down into

five different parts (Salim et al., 2020):

• The overall UV-optical slope, S, which is defined as the ratio of the extinction

at 1500�A, A1500, to the extinction in the V-band, AV .

• The strength of the UV bump feature, B, which is defined as the ratio of extra

extinction due to the bump, Abump, to the baseline extinction at 2175�A, A2175.

• The UV slope, which is defined as the ratio of the extinction at 1500�A, A1500,

to the extinction at 3000�A, A3000.

• The optical slope, which is defined as the ratio of the extinction in the B-band,

AB, to the extinction in the V-band, AV .

• The near-IR slope, which is a power-law of λ−βNIR , where βNIR is the slope that

best describes the curve between approximately 0.9 µm and 2 to 5 µm.

This is shown graphically in Figure 1.4. In general, an extinction/attenuation curve

will have a steeper slope in the UV-optical, which will then flatten out towards the

red end of the optical and the near-IR, however, how steep or shallow the slope is will

vary depending on the source.
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Figure 1.4. A schematic showing the different parts of an extinction/attenuation
curve, created by and obtained from Salim et al. (2020). The overall curve is shown
in the solid black line, the region where the UV slope is measured is shown by the
vertical dashed blue lines, the region where the optical slope is measured is shown
by the vertical dashed green lines, the overall UV-optical slope is shown in the dot-
dashed green line, the UV bump strength is shown by the vertical solid purple line,
and the near-IR slope is shown by the region enclosed with the red dashed line.
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1.3.2 What processes can influence the slope of the at-

tenuation curve?

The general shape of an extinction or attenuation curve is well defined,

but how do the physical processes happening in galaxies affect this shape? Theoretical

modelling has been employed, along with observations, to try and explain the physical

mechanisms at play, and how they can change the slope of the attenuation curves of

galaxies. A few of these mechanisms are discussed below.

Birthclouds

Charlot et al. (2000) introduced a two component dust model that considered both a

diffuse dust component, which the light from all stars is subject to attenuation from,

and an additional component coming from dust within stellar birthclouds, which

only stars below a certain age threshold are affected by. This was motivated by the

discovery that attenuation towards nebular lines in galaxies was higher than that

of the stellar continuum (Fanelli et al., 1988). This model was able to replicate the

constraints set by the observed nebular line strengths. The Charlot et al. (2000) model

produces an attenuation curve that evolves over time and steepens when there has

been a large burst of star formation activity; the presence of young luminous stars in

birthclouds will result in more attenuation overall, and steepen the attenuation curve.

Geometry

Many theoretical models agree on the effect geometry has on dust attenuation curves

(Salim et al., 2020): simple geometries result in steeper attenuation curves, whereas

more complex, clumpy dust geometries result in shallower attenuation curves. The

effect of geometry on the attenuation curve was first demonstrated by Witt et al.

(1996), Gordon et al. (1997), and Witt et al. (2000), using analytic model geometries.

Further evidence of this effect has been found using analytic models, for example,

those of Ferrara et al. (1999), Inoue (2005), and Wild et al. (2011), and hydrodynamic

and semi-hydrodynamic simulations, such as those of Natale et al. (2015), Seon et al.

(2016), and Trayford et al. (2020). Physically, this means that more complex star-

dust geometries, such as clumpy dust, within galaxies allow UV photons from massive

stars more opportunity to escape, as there is a lack of homogeneous dust screen for

the photons to interact with. As a result, the optical depths at shorter wavelengths

is smaller, and the attenuation curve is flattened.
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Dust Content

The total dust column density is known to have an important contribution to the

attenuation curve of a galaxy. Observations by Salim et al. (2018) found that larger

optical depths AV result in shallower attenuation curves. Theoretical studies by Witt

et al. (2000) and Inoue (2005) have predicted the same result. A large study into

several different works on theoretical attenuation laws was performed by Chevallard

et al. (2013), who found that all four of the works studied predicted the same result;

a relationship between the optical depth AV and attenuation law slope. More recent

work by Narayanan et al. (2018) derived the same relationship using hydrodynamic

cosmological zoom simulations. Chevallard et al. (2013) and Narayanan et al. (2018)

suggested a physical reason for the observed and theorised relation between optical

depth and attenuation curve slope:

• In the high optical depth limit, this corresponds to high amounts of dust on

the galactic scale. This means that there is more star formation, and therefore

a large amount of both obscured and unobscured OB stars. There is a high

fraction of unobscured young stars compared to unobscured evolved stars, and

therefore a lot of UV light is escaping from transparent regions. This leads to

a flattening of the attenuation curve.

• In the low optical depth limit, this corresponds to lower amounts of dust on

the galactic scale. This means there is less star formation, and the fraction of

unobscured evolved stars is now higher than unobscured young stars, because

a lot of those young stars have now evolved and died. Therefore, there is less

unobscured UV light to flatten the attenuation curve, as with the high optical

depth limit. This leads to a steeper attenuation curve.

1.3.3 Observations of Extinction and Attenuation in the

local Universe

The Milky Way (MW), the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) and the

Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) are the only galaxies to have extensively studied

extinction curves (Pei, 1992). The extinction curves have been measured, and have

been found to vary, along many lines of sight within these galaxies (E. L. Fitzpatrick

et al., 1988; E. Fitzpatrick, 1989); a good example of this is the notable difference

between the average LMC extinction curve, and the extinction curve of the 30 Doradus

star-forming region within the LMC, which has a steeper UV-optical slope and a less
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prominent UV bump (E. Fitzpatrick, 1989). These extinction curves have also been

found to vary drastically between the galaxies; the functional forms of the MW,

LMC and SMC extinction curves from Cardelli et al. (1989) and Pei (1992) were

parameterised by E. L. Fitzpatrick (1999) and are shown in Figure 1.5 in light blue,

pink and red respectively. The UV-optical slope of these curves varies between each

galaxy, and only the MW and LMC possess the UV bump feature seen at 2175�A,

with differing strengths. Due to these differences, these curves cannot be extended

to extinction and attenuation curves in general (Salim et al., 2020).

For attenuation laws of galaxies outside of the local group, one of the

most commonly used is that of Calzetti et al. (2000). A relative attenuation law was

empirically derived from a sample of starbursting and blue compact dwarf galaxies

at z . 0.05 by Calzetti et al. (1994), using UV and optical spectra. This law was

then anchored using IR measurements and energy balance to create the Calzetti et al.

(2000) attenuation law. The functional form of the Calzetti attenuation law, kCal(λ),

is given by the following equation:

kCal(λ) = 2.659(−1.857 + 1.040/λ) +RV,Cal 0.63 µm ≤ λ ≤ 2.20 µm

= 2.659(−2.156 + 1.509/λ− 0.198/λ2 + 0.011/λ3 +RV,Cal

0.12 µm ≤ λ < 0.63 µm

(1.3)

where λ is the wavelength and RV,Cal is the effective obscuration at V, which was

measured to be RV,Cal = 4.05 ± 0.80 by Calzetti et al. (2000). This curve is shown

alongside the MW, LMC and SMC extinction curves in Figure 1.5 in dark blue. Like

the SMC curve, there is no sign of a UV bump at 2175�A, however the UV-optical

slope is quite shallow in comparison.

Whilst the Calzetti et al. (2000) attenuation curve is commonly used

as an option to model the dust attenuation within spectral and SED fitting methods,

Noll et al. (2009) developed a parameterisation of the Calzetti et al. (2000) curve

which gave it a variable slope, δ, and a UV bump using a Drude profile. The param-

eterisation is fully described in Salim et al. (2018), and the functional form of this

parameterised attenuation law is shown below:

kmod(λ) = kCal(λ)
RV,mod

RV,Cal

(
λ

5500Å

)δ
+DB(λ), (1.4)

where δ is the modified slope of the Calzetti reddening law, kCal(λ) is the Calzetti

reddening law, as shown in Equation 1.3, DB(λ) is the Drude profile describing the

UV bump, and RV,mod and RV,Cal are the ratios of total to selective extinction for the
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Figure 1.5. Extinction curves for the Milky Way (MW, light blue curve), Large
Magellanic Cloud (LMC, pink curve), Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC, red curve), and
the starburst attenuation curve of Calzetti et al. (2000) (SB, dark blue curve), shown
over the wavelength range of approximately 1000�A to 20 000�A. The functional forms
of the curves for the MW, LMC and SMC are from Cardelli et al. (1989) and Pei
(1992), and were parameterised by E. L. Fitzpatrick (1999). The UV bump feature
at 2175�A is visible in the curves of the MW and LMC. This figure was created by
and obtained from Calzetti et al. (2021).
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Salim and Calzetti laws respectively. The quantity RV,mod is dependent on δ and is

given by:

RV,mod =
RV,Cal

(RV,Cal + 1)(4400/5500)δ −RV,Cal

. (1.5)

The functional form of the Drude profile used for the UV bump is given by:

DB(λ) =
Bλ2W 2

[λ2 − λ0
2]2 + λ2W 2

, (1.6)

where B is the amplitude of the bump, λ0 is the central wavelength of the bump

(which would be fixed to 2175�A), and W 2 is the width of the bump. An example

of how this modified attenuation curve changes for different values of δ is shown in

Figure 1.6 (for simplicity, we set the Drude profile to zero so as not to include a UV

bump here). A δ value of 0 means the modified law is equivalent to the Calzetti law,

a negative value of δ leads to a steeper UV-optical slope, and a positive value of δ

leads to a shallower UV-optical slope. The maximum δ can reach whilst still making

physical sense is approximately 0.7, as for values above this the attenuation curve

turns over at small wavelengths, and will cause the light to become more blue, rather

than becoming reddened.

Salim et al. (2018) determine the slope δ for a sample of over 200,000

galaxies with an average redshift of 0.1 using the SED fitting code CIGALE (Noll

et al., 2009). They find for this sample that δ varies between approximately -0.9 and

0. The most massive star-forming galaxies in the sample tend to have values of δ

close to 0, whilst less massive star-forming galaxies and quiescent galaxies tend to

have significantly steeper attenuation curves, up to values of δ of -0.9. Salim et al.

(2018) find that two main trends for attenuation curve slope arise from this work; one

is that higher mass tends to lead to a shallower curve slope. The other is that galaxies

which deviate from the galaxy main sequence tend to have steeper attenuation curve

slopes; for example, a galaxy with a higher star formation rate for its mass (i.e. a

starburst galaxy) will have a steeper slope than a galaxy that sits more in line with

the galaxy main sequence. We will apply this parameterised attenuation law later

in this Thesis, in Chapter 4, to investigate the value of δ for galaxies classified as

BADGRS, using data obtained for them through integral field spectroscopy.

1.4 Integral Field Spectroscopy

Currently, there is a wealth of spectroscopic data available for galaxies

at varying distances and redshifts. Initially, however, large surveys of galaxies were
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Figure 1.6. Attenuation curves created using the modified Calzetti law of Salim
et al. (2018). The different curves show how the slope changes for different values of
δ, varying between -2.0 and 0.5.
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Figure 1.7. Diagram of the workings of an integral field spectrograph that consists
of a fibre-lenslet IFU and spectrograph. Image created by the ESO and obtained from
https://www.eso.org/public/unitedkingdom/teles-instr/technology/ifu/.

not possible due to being limited to observing the spectrum of one galaxy at a time us-

ing a single slit spectrograph. With the development of fibre-optic spectrographs and

multi-slit spectrographs, large surveys of galaxy spectra became possible, resulting in

redshift surveys such as the 2dF Galaxy Redshift Survey (Colless et al., 2001), the

Sloan Digital Sky Survey (Stoughton et al., 2002) and the Galaxy And Mass Assem-

bly survey (Driver et al., 2009). The 2dF Galaxy Redshift Survey (2dFGRS) alone

measured reliable spectra for over 221,000 galaxies by the time the project had ended

(Colless et al., 2003). The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) has since overtaken that

value, with over 4 million galactic and extragalactic spectra having been observed

as of SDSS Data Release 15 (Optical Spectra Overview — SDSS 2020). Whilst this

represents a huge resource of data for galaxies, these spectra are usually taken in

the central regions of the galaxy. Therefore, they can be used to gain an idea of the

overall properties of the galaxy in question, but cannot be used to study the galaxy

in detail, or any changes in these properties outside of these central regions unless

multiple pointings were completed on the galaxy. A solution where spatially resolved

information was required came about in the form of integral field spectroscopy.

An integral field spectrograph, or IFS, allows you to obtain spectra

for a two-dimensional area of sky. The main components required for an IFS are a

spectrograph and an integral field unit, or IFU. There are several different forms of

https://www.eso.org/public/unitedkingdom/teles-instr/technology/ifu/
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IFU that can be used in conjunction with a spectrograph, however for the purposes

of this Thesis, we will focus on fibre-lenslet IFUs. A diagram of the workings of a

fibre-lenslet IFU is shown in Figure 1.7. In this set-up, a microlens array collects

light from the object of interest being observed. Each microlens is coupled with a

fibre; these fibres are lined up at the entrance to the spectrograph so that the light

from the object can be passed into it. The light is then passed through a collimator

before it reaches the grating, which splits it into a spectrum. This spectrum is then

refocused onto a camera. Once the raw data obtained from this process is reduced

and calibrated, the final output is a data cube, with the x and y axes showing the

position on the sky, and the z axis showing wavelength.

In the last decade, many integral field spectrographs have been com-

missioned to obtain spatially resolved spectra of galaxies, and to begin building up the

number statistics for this type of data. One of the largest IFS surveys using a single

IFU was the Calar Alto Legacy Integral Field Area, or CALIFA, survey, which used

the PMAS and PPak instruments on the 3.5 m Calar Alto Observatory (CAHA) tele-

scope (Sánchez et al., 2012). This legacy survey observed approximately 600 galaxies

of varying types within the local universe (0.005 < z < 0.03), which were chosen such

that their full spatial extent was covered by the >1 arcmin2 field of view of the PPak

IFU. CALIFA was designed to begin bridging the gap between large surveys like the

SDSS, and detailed studies of individual sources.

Larger IFS surveys include the Sydney-AAO Multi-object Integral field

spectrograph (SAMI) galaxy survey and the Mapping Nearby Galaxies at Apache

Point Observatory (MaNGA) survey. The SAMI galaxy survey observed approxi-

mately 3400 galaxies at z < 0.12 using 13 IFUs, which could be used simultaneously,

on the 3.9 m Anglo-Australian Telescope (AAT) (Allen et al., 2015). These IFUs had

an approximately 15′′ diameter, and, like CALIFA, were used to observe the entire

extent of the galaxies that were surveyed; mass and redshift limits were imposed dur-

ing target selection such that galaxies were small enough to fit within the FOV of

the IFUs, and large enough to be resolved by several fibres. The MaNGA survey was

a far larger undertaking, observing a sample of 10000 galaxies over a 6 year period

(Law et al., 2015). MaNGA had a collection of 17 hexagonal IFUs in a range of sizes,

from 12.5′′ to 32.5′′ in diameter. The galaxies observed were selected to have a stellar

mass > 109 M�, and covered a range in redshifts from 0.01 to 0.15, with the average

redshift of the primary sample being 0.03 (Bundy et al., 2015).

An instrument tailored more for deep imaging and detailed observations

of specific targets is the Multi Unit Spectroscopic Explorer, or MUSE (Roland Bacon

et al., 2006). With a 1 arcmin2 field of view, like that of CALIFA, what really sets
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this instrument apart is it’s high spatial resolution of 0.65′′, which can be improved

even further to 0.46′′ through the use of adaptive optics. The potential for observing

a wide variety of source types was explored during the commissioning of MUSE, with

observations of planets and star clusters (R. Bacon et al., 2014), to an observation of

a region in the Hubble Deep Field South (Roland Bacon et al., 2017).

The main spatial and spectral properties of the above mentioned in-

tegral field spectrographs are summarised in Table 1.1. The CALIFA, MaNGA and

SAMI surveys all possess similar wavelength coverage, though MaNGA extends fur-

ther into the near-IR than CALIFA and SAMI. This allows them to observe important

spectral lines for low redshift objects, from the OII doublet at 3727�A down to the SII

doublet at 6717�A and 6731�A. Of the three surveys, SAMI possesses the best spatial

and spectral resolution, but also has the smallest field of view, and therefore would

not be able to efficiently observe large nearby sources. MUSE has an excellent field

of view and high spatial resolution, which make it well equipped to observe objects

with high angular size. However, the wavelength coverage does not extend as far into

the blue end of the optical as CALIFA, MaNGA and SAMI, and would therefore miss

some spectral lines for very local sources; a galaxy would need to be at z > 0.22 for

MUSE to observe the OII doublet. For observations of extended very local sources,

an instrument with a larger field of view and good spatial resolution, such as that of

MUSE, which also possesses similar wavelength coverage to CALIFA and SAMI, is

required. The KOALA IFU fills this gap.
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Table 1.1. Spatial and spectral properties of various integral field spectrographs. The information quoted below for the MUSE
instrument was obtained from Roland Bacon et al. (2006). The spatial resolution and FOV correspond to the wide field of view.
The values of spatial resolution are achieved when the instrument is used with and without adaptive optics, respectively. The
MUSE instrument is an image slicer IFU, and therefore has image slicer modules instead of fibres and lenslets. The information
quoted for the CALIFA survey, which uses the PMAS/PPak instruments, was obtained from Kelz et al. (2006) and Sánchez et al.
(2012). The information for the MaNGA survey was obtained from Law et al. (2015). The FOV and number of elements are quoted
for the largest IFU available. The information below for the SAMI galaxy survey was obtained from Croom et al. (2012) and Allen
et al. (2015). The information for the KOALA IFU was obtained from the KOALA-AAOmega Manual, by Andy Green and Ángel
López-Sánchez, https://aat.anu.edu.au/files/KOALA-AAOmega-obs-manual_1.pdf. The spatial resolution and FOV quoted
are for the wide field mode of KOALA. The wavelength coverage and spectral resolution correspond to a set-up using the 580V
and 1000R gratings within the AAOmega spectrograph.

MUSE CALIFA MaNGA SAMI KOALA

Spatial resolution 0.46 to 0.65′′ 2.68′′ 2.0′′ 1.6′′ 1.25′′

Field of view (FOV) 60′′ × 60′′ 74′′ × 64′′ 32.5′′ diameter 14.9′′ diameter 27.4′′ × 50.6′′

Number of elements 24 modules 331 fibres 127 fibres 61 fibres 1000 fibres
FOV arrangement Square Hexagonal Hexagonal Circular Rectangular

Wavelength coverage 4560 to 9300�A 3700 to 7000�A 3600 to 10 300�A 3700 to 7000�A 3700 to 8000�A
Spectral resolution 2000 to 4000 850 to 1650 1400 to 2200 1700 to 4500 1300 to 3400

https://aat.anu.edu.au/files/KOALA-AAOmega-obs-manual_1.pdf
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1.4.1 KOALA

The Kilofibre Optical AAT Lenslet Array, or KOALA instrument, is

a fibre-lenslet IFU. It is designed for use alongside the AAOmega spectrograph,

mounted on the Anglo-Australian Telescope (AAT) operated by the Australian Astro-

nomical Observatory (AAO), and located at Siding Springs Observatory, Australia1.

KOALA has 1000 hexagonal lenslets, arranged in a 40 × 25 array. It has two possible

fields of view; a narrow field of view of 15.3′′ × 28.3′′ with 0.7′′ sampling, and a wide

field of view of 27.4′′ × 50.6′′ with 1.25′′ sampling. The array set-up is shown in

Figure 1.8. AAOmega is a dual beam spectrograph. The fibres from KOALA are fed

into a psuedo-slit, and the light from the fibres is then collimated and split along the

blue and red arms of the spectrograph, where the data is read out by the blue and

red CCDs. The setup is shown in Figure 1.9. The wavelength coverage and resolution

of KOALA is selectable, thanks to it being used alongside AAOmega, with a number

of gratings available at low, medium and high resolutions, across a wavelength range

covering 3300 to 10 000�A. The properties of the KOALA IFU are summarised in

Table 1.2.

When using its wide field mode, the KOALA instrument is well equipped

to observe highly resolved nearby galaxies. The field of view in this mode is approxi-

mately half the size of that of the MUSE instrument, with superior spatial resolution

than CALIFA, MaNGA and SAMI (see Table 1.1). Using the adaptable gratings of

the AAOmega spectrograph, the wavelength coverage of CALIFA and SAMI can be

mimicked, with similar spectral resolution. In this Thesis, we will use KOALA to

observe a sample of local galaxies, and show what can be achieved with the data from

this instrument.

1.5 What can we do with KOALA data?

With optical IFS data, we can obtain information that will help shed

some light on the unusual properties of the BADGRS, such as:

• Resolved gas phase metallicities: this is a very important measurement required

to understand why there is so little CO in these galaxies with respect to their

dust content (Dunne et al., 2018). The central metallicities of these galaxies are

not low (Table 2.2), but previous metallicity values only sampled the central

regions of the galaxy, not taking into account what is happening in the outer

disk regions. With KOALA, spatially resolved metallicity measurements will

1https://aat.anu.edu.au/files/KOALA-AAOmega-obs-manual_1.pdf

https://aat.anu.edu.au/files/KOALA-AAOmega-obs-manual_1.pdf
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Figure 1.8. The lenslets of KOALA are arranged in a 40 × 25 fibre field of view.
The dimensions shown here correspond to the wide field of view, with 1.25′′ sampling.
The black lenslets correspond to the positions of dead fibres. (Figure obtained from
KOALA-AAOmega Manual, by Andy Green and Ángel López-Sánchez, https://

aat.anu.edu.au/files/KOALA-AAOmega-obs-manual_1.pdf.)

Table 1.2. Spatial and spectral properties of the KOALA IFU when used with
the AAOmega spectrograph. The values quoted below were obtained from the
KOALA-AAOmega Manual, by Andy Green and Ángel López-Sánchez, https:

//aat.anu.edu.au/files/KOALA-AAOmega-obs-manual_1.pdf. The spatial resolu-
tion and FOV are quoted for both the narrow and wide field modes of KOALA,
respectively. The total wavelength coverage and spectral resolutions quoted are the
full range possible with the variety of different gratings available for AAOmega.

KOALA

Spatial resolution 0.7′′ or 1.25′′

Field of view (FOV) 15.3′′ × 28.3′′ (433 sq. arcsec) or 27.4′′ × 50.6′′

(1386 sq. arcsec)
Number of elements 1000 fibres
FOV arrangement Rectangular, 40 × 25 fibres

AAOmega

Total wavelength coverage 3300 to 10 000�A
Spectral resolution 1000 to 10 000

https://aat.anu.edu.au/files/KOALA-AAOmega-obs-manual_1.pdf
https://aat.anu.edu.au/files/KOALA-AAOmega-obs-manual_1.pdf
https://aat.anu.edu.au/files/KOALA-AAOmega-obs-manual_1.pdf
https://aat.anu.edu.au/files/KOALA-AAOmega-obs-manual_1.pdf
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Figure 1.9. Diagram of the AAOmega spectrograph set-up. The light from the
fibres, which are fed into a pseudo-slit, is passed through the collimator mirror, and
then split and sent into both the red and blue cameras of the spectrograph. (Figure
obtained from KOALA-AAOmega Manual, by Andy Green and Ángel López-Sánchez,
https://aat.anu.edu.au/files/KOALA-AAOmega-obs-manual_1.pdf.)

https://aat.anu.edu.au/files/KOALA-AAOmega-obs-manual_1.pdf
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be possible for the disk regions. With these resolved metallicity measurements,

one could refine the XCO (Wolfire et al., 2010) factor used to relate the CO

emission to the amount of H2 in these galaxies, as it is dependent on metallicity

(Leroy et al., 2011; Bolatto et al., 2013; Papadopoulos et al., 2012; Glover et al.,

2011).

• Spatially resolved dust attenuation: Using the Balmer emission lines and the

shape of the continuum, one can gain valuable information about the attenua-

tion in these galaxies. Having spatially resolved dust attenuation will allow us

to learn more about the grain properties and relative geometry of the dust in

these galaxies.

• Properties of the ionised gas phase: By studying the strong emission lines in

these galaxies, we can discover the properties of the gas (Ho et al., 2014; Kewley

et al., 2013), such as the excitation mechanism and the electron temperature.

From this, we can gain information about the local radiation fields in these

galaxies; these fields determine the dust temperature and photo-dissociation

conditions in the molecular gas. We can use the information gained on these

localised radiation fields to compare with the dust and cold gas measurements

that we already have, and help shed light on the lack of CO emission in these

galaxies.

• Spatially resolved star formation histories: We can obtain information about

the age of the young stellar population using the region around the 4000�A
break and the Hδ line. This will allow us to age different regions of the stellar

disk and correlate this with localised conditions in the ISM. We can also use

measurements of the Hα line, corrected for dust attenuation using the Balmer

decrement, along with stellar mass maps to get an accurate picture of the specific

star formation rate in the different regions of these galaxies. This information

can be used alongside dust and chemical evolution modelling (Clark et al., 2015;

Ryś et al., 2013; De Vis et al., 2017a; De Vis et al., 2017b) to investigate how

these galaxies have created so much dust so quickly.

1.6 Thesis Outline

This Thesis will focus on the development of a data reduction ‘pipeline’

for the KOALA IFU data of a pilot sample of BADGRS. We will also investigate the

attenuation curve properties of one of the sources.
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• In Chapter 2, we will introduce the sample of galaxies used in this Thesis.

• In Chapter 3, we will outline the core basic reduction techniques and the more

advanced techniques we needed to create in order to obtain the highest quality

data from the KOALA IFU raw data. We also discuss our flux calibration

methods.

• In Chapter 4, we will investigate the KOALA IFU results from UGC 9215 and

discuss its dust attenuation properties.

• Chapter 5 lists our conclusions for this work.
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Chapter 2

The Sample and Data

2.1 Introduction

In this Chapter, we outline the properties of the sample of pilot sources

studied in this Thesis, and the integral field unit data obtained to study their emission

line properties.

2.2 Obtaining the KOALA data

An initial proposal for four nights of time to observe the four BADGRS

from the Dunne et al. (2018) pilot sample (NGC 5584, NGC 5496, UGC 9215 and

UGC 9299) with the KOALA IFU was granted, and was scheduled for and completed

over the 28th April – 1st May 2016. The four pilot BADGRS in our sample are shown

in Figure 2.1. These sources were not visible for the entirety of the night during the

observing run. Therefore another target from the HAPLESS sample of Clark et al.

(2015), NGC 4030, was added to the list of targets so that it could be observed at the

beginning of the night, before the BADGRS had risen above the horizon. This source

is shown in the top left panel of Figure 2.2. The target fields, shown in orange, were

observed using the wide configuration of KOALA, with 27.4′′ × 50.6′′ field of view and

1.25′′ sampling. The 580V and 1000R gratings were used in the blue and red CCDs

respectively, with the central wavelengths set to 4700�A and 6750�A respectively.

The observing strategy for each target field was to complete five ex-

posures of 2400 s. This meant that each field would need a total time of 3.5 h, if

observed in good conditions. However, the weather was not ideal during the ob-

serving time, and due to the adverse conditions, only around half of the planned

observations were completed. This included the full 3.5 h of time on target field 1

of NGC 5584 (the lower left target field in the panel for NGC 5584 in Figure 2.1),

27
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Figure 2.1. SDSS g-band images of NGC 5496, NGC 5584, UGC 9215 and UGC
9299, our pilot BADGRS sample. The orange outline shows the position of the
KOALA IFU target fields chosen for each galaxy.

completed in favourable conditions. Three out of the five planned exposures of UGC

9215 were also completed in favourable conditions. Target field 2 of NGC 5584 (the

right target field in the panel for NGC 5584 in Figure 2.1) was given eleven exposures

of 1800 s, with the exposure times being altered to try and make the best of the poor

conditions, as there was intermittent cloud during observations. The target field of

UGC 9299 was observed for five exposures of 2400 s and two exposures of 1800 s,

again in conditions that were not ideal, so the observations were not of the quality

necessary. No observations were carried out on the final target field of NGC 5584, or

the two fields of NGC 5496.

Due to these poor weather conditions, a second observing proposal was

put in to complete the time initially requested; this was granted and carried out over
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Figure 2.2. Optical images of our three extra sources, NGC 4030, NGC 0007 and
NGC 7361, added so that they could be observed when our main pilot sources were
not visible. The orange outline again shows the position of the KOALA IFU target
fields chosen for each source.
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the 21st – 23rd May 2017. During observations, the gratings and central wavelengths

were set up to match that of the initial observing run. The main target for the second

run was NGC 5496, as it was the only galaxy that was not observed at all in the first

observing run. The next target was UGC 9299, as this was one of the galaxies for

which the weather conditions were poorest during the initial observations. Next was

the third target field of NGC 5584 (the upper left target field in the panel for NGC

5584 in Figure 2.1), as that field had also yet to be observed. Finally, UGC 9215

needed to be completed, as only three of the five exposures were obtained during the

previous run.

An extra target was again included, as the BADGRS were only visible

until 2am on the available observing days. NGC 7361 was chosen as the extra target

for this observing run before it began (see the lower left panel of Figure 2.2). This is

a large galaxy found in the SGP fields of the Herschel ATLAS. A second end of night

target was added during the run, as the observations of NGC 7361 were completed.

The galaxy NGC 0007 was chosen (see the upper right panel of Figure 2.2), as its

FUV - KS colour classifies it as one of the BADGRS, but it comes from the Southern

Galactic Plane (SGP) field of the H-ATLAS (Figure 1.1), and was therefore observable

at different times of the night to those from the original HAPLESS sample.

All of the observations were achieved during the two observing runs,

although the quality of the data varies. A log of all of the observations carried out is

shown in Table A.1, and a summary of the total exposure time spent on each galaxy

target field is shown in Table 2.1. The final data used to create our KOALA data

cubes will be discussed further in Chapter 3.

2.3 Individual Galaxies

Each of the sources in the sub-sample of BADGRS are described briefly

below. Their main properties are summarized in Table 2.2; each of these sources have

been studied extensively using the large range of photometric data available.

2.3.1 NGC 5584

NGC 5584 is a face-on spiral galaxy at a distance of 30.2 Mpc and

a redshift of 0.00548. It has a morphology of Scd, or 6 in the EFIGI catalogue of

Baillard et al. (2011); the galaxy has a relatively weak bulge, very loosely bound spiral

arms and displays highly flocculent features, with Clark et al. (2015) classifying it as

possessing a flocculence of 1.00, again using the prescription of Baillard et al. (2011).
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Table 2.1. Summary table of the total amount of observing time spent on each
target field. The number of exposures per target field, and their individual exposure
times are listed and used to calculate the total exposure time per target field. The
total exposure time includes all data taken, regardless of quality. A standard total
exposure is 3.33 h, or 5 × 2400 s exposures; variations in total exposure time above
and below this number are due to poor weather conditions or lack of observing time
to focus on that source.

Target Field NEXPOSURE Exposure [s] Total Exposure [h]

NGC 5584 (TF1) 5 2400 3.33
NGC 5584 (TF2) 11 1800 5.5
NGC 5584 (TF3) 5 2400 3.33
UGC 9299 7 (6) 2400 (1800) 7.67
UGC 9215 6 2400 4.0
NGC 5496 (TF1) 5 2400 3.33
NGC 5496 (TF2) 3 2400 2.0
NGC 0007 2 2400 1.33
NGC 4030 3 2400 2.0
NGC 7361 6 2400 4.0

An SDSS g-band image of NGC 5584 is shown in the upper right panel of Figure 2.1,

overlaid with the KOALA pointings used to obtain the IFU data for this source.

2.3.2 NGC 5496

NGC 5496 is an edge-on spiral galaxy located at a distance of 27.4 Mpc

and a redshift of 0.00488. It is classed as a morphological type of Scd, or 6 in the

EFIGI catalogue of Baillard et al. (2011); loose and weak spiral arms can be just

about made out in the edge-on orientation of this galaxy, and the bulge is weak. An

SDSS g-band image of NGC 5496 is shown in the upper left panel of Figure 2.1,

overlaid with the KOALA pointings used to obtain the IFU data for this source.

2.3.3 UGC 9299

UGC 9299 is a face-on spiral galaxy located at a distance of 28.3 Mpc

and a redshift of 0.00516. It is classed as a morphological type of Sm, or 9 in the

EFIGI catalogue of Baillard et al. (2011); the galaxy only has the faintest hint of

spiral arms and a very weak bulge. An SDSS g-band image of UGC 9299 is shown in

the lower right panel of Figure 2.1, overlaid with the KOALA pointing used to obtain

the IFU data for this source.
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2.3.4 UGC 9215

UGC 9215 is a face-on spiral galaxy located at a distance of 25.6 Mpc

and a redshift of 0.00457. It is classed as a morphological type of Scd, or 6 in the

EFIGI catalogue of Baillard et al. (2011); the galaxy has two main loosely bound

spiral arms around a weak bulge. An SDSS g-band image of UGC 9215 is shown in

the lower left panel of Figure 2.1, overlaid with the KOALA pointing used to obtain

the IFU data for this source.

2.4 Extra Targets

As outlined previously in Section 2.2, along with the main pilot sample

of BADGRS, observations of three extra targets were obtained. These galaxies were

observed when the main targets were not visible in the sky, so as to make the most of

the observing time obtained from the proposals. These extra targets were NGC 4030

in the first observing run, and NGC 7361 and NGC 0007 in the second observing run.

The main properties of these galaxies are shown in Table 2.3, and a brief outline of

each source is given below.

2.4.1 NGC 4030

This is a face-on spiral galaxy located in the Virgo Cluster, at a distance

of 29.4 Mpc and redshift of 0.00477. Its morphology is classed as Sb, or 3 in the EFIGI

catalogue of Baillard et al. (2011), meaning it has a prominent galactic bulge, with

tightly wound arms and prominent dust lanes. An optical image of NGC 4030 is

shown in upper left panel of Figure 2.2, overlaid with the KOALA pointing that was

used to obtain IFU data for this source.

NGC 4030 was studied extensively as part of the HAPLESS sample of

Clark et al. (2015), as one of the 42 brightest local infrared sources in the GAMA

fields of the H-ATLAS. It was chosen as one of the extra targets during our KOALA

observing runs due to it being visible when the main pilot sample were not, and

because it does not possess the same unusual properties as the BADGRS. Observa-

tions of this galaxy could be compared to the BADGRS as a sort of control source,

a representative of more ’normal’ galaxies. The properties of this galaxy are what is

typically seen for a more evolved spiral, with high stellar mass and dust mass, but

low HI mass as a fraction of total mass. It also possesses a high metal content; all of

these properties indicate an older, more evolved galaxy.
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2.4.2 NGC 7361

This is a nearly edge-on spiral galaxy located at a distance of 16.07

Mpc and a redshift of 0.004166. It is classed as a morphological type of SAB(s)dm

sp in the system of Buta et al. (2015); the sp in the classification means the galaxy

is highly inclined, but not so much that you are unable to distinguish features within

the disk. The rest of the classification indicates that the galaxy is a barred spiral,

with spiral arms that originate from the bar, and a disk that possess irregularities,

such as assymmetry and considerable star formation. An optical image of NGC 7361

is shown in the lower right panel of Figure 2.2, overlaid with the KOALA pointing

that was used to obtain the IFU data for this source.

2.4.3 NGC 0007

This is a nearly edge-on spiral galaxy located at a distance of 19.14

Mpc and a redshift of 0.004987. The morphological classification for this source in

the system of Buta et al. (2015) is Sd/Im sp, indicating that it is an almost edge-

on, extremely late type spiral that shows irregularity and regions of considerable

star formation. An optical image of NGC 0007 is shown in the upper right panel of

Figure 2.2, overlaid with the KOALA pointing that was used to obtain the IFU data

for this source.

2.5 Conclusions

Here we have described the sample of galaxies and the data sets ob-

tained to study their properties. In the next Chapter, we will outline our data reduc-

tion procedure and the customised pipeline we built to produce high quality resolved

IFU data.
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Table 2.2. Properties of the sub-sample of BADGRS chosen for further study in
Dunne et al. (2018). Morphological types follow the EFIGI catalogue of Baillard et al.
(2011). Spiral galaxies have morphological types ranging from 0 to 9. The Milky Way
(usually classified as Sb or Sbc) would sit at 3 or 4 in the EFIGI catalogue; higher
numbers indicate less prominent bulges and weaker spiral arms. Distance is obtained
from De Vis et al. (2017a), and is local flow corrected using the prescription of Baldry
et al. (2012). Hi masses (M(Hi)) are obtained from Clark et al. (2015). Stellar mass
(M∗), dust mass (Mdust), cold dust temperature (Tc), star formation rate (SFR), and
specific star formation rate (sSFR) are listed for the works of both Clark et al. (2015)
and De Vis et al. (2017a). Gas fractions, fg, are obtained from Dunne et al. (2018),
using the prescription outlined in Clark et al. (2015) and including a factor to account
for helium mass. Central metallicity values for the sources are obtained from De Vis
et al. (2017b) and are listed as 12 + log(O/H).

Parameter NGC 5584 NGC 5496 UGC 9299 UGC 9215

HAPLESS No.a 14 7 9 3

Morphological Typea 6/Scd 6/Scd 9/Sm 6/Scd

RAb [J2000 deg] 215.599 212.908 217.394 215.863

Decb [J2000 deg] -0.387 -1.1591 -0.0191 1.724

Redshifta 0.0055 0.0049 0.0052 0.0046

Distanceb [Mpc] 30.2 27.4 28.3 25.6

M(Hi)a [log10 M�] 9.76 10.03 9.94 9.56

Clark et al. (2015)

M∗ [log10 M�] 9.5 9.5 8.6 9.2

Mdust [log10 M�] 7.4 7.4 6.7 7.2

Tc [K] 14.6 12.2 15.0 13.5

SFR [log10 M� yr−1] -0.1 -0.3 -0.6 -0.2

sSFR [log10 yr−1] -9.6 -9.9 -9.3 -9.5

De Vis et al. (2017a)

M∗ [log10 M�] 9.97 9.46 8.61 9.31

Mdust [log10 M�] 7.51 7.12 6.39 6.95

Tc [K] 17.0 16.9 17.3 17.4

SFR [log10 M� yr−1] 0.26 -0.23 -0.55 -0.24

sSFR [log10 yr−1] -9.71 -9.69 -9.16 -9.55

f cg 0.44 0.83 0.97 0.70

Metallicityd (PG16S) 8.36 8.19 8.25 8.29

aClark et al. (2015). bDe Vis et al. (2017a). cDunne et al. (2018). dDe Vis et al.

(2017b).
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Table 2.3. Properties of the extra targets chosen for observation when the BADGRS
in the main pilot sample were not visible. Morphological classification follows the
EFIGI catalogue of Baillard et al. (2011) for NGC 4030, and the analysis of Buta
et al. (2015) for NGC 7361 and NGC 0007. The HI masses for NGC 7361 and NGC
0007 are calculated following the standard prescription outlined in Clark et al. (2015),
using their corresponding distance values and the integrated 21cm line flux obtained
from Meyer et al. (2004).

Parameter NGC 4030 NGC 7361 NGC 0007

Other Names HAPLESS 6a IC 5237, UGCA 434d PGC 000627d

Morphological Type 3/Sba SAB(s)dm spe Sd/Im spe

RA [J2000 deg] 180.09841b 340.574623d 2.087333d

Dec [J2000 deg] -1.10033b -30.057655d -29.915000d

Redshift 0.00477a 0.004166f 0.004987i

Distance [Mpc] 29.4b 16.07g 19.14g

M(Hi) [log10 M�] 10.16a 9.43h 9.11h

M∗ [log10 M�] 10.88b - -

Mdust [log10 M�] 7.96b - -

Tc [K] 20.9b - -

SFR [log10 M� yr−1] 0.78b - -

fg 0.16b - -

Metallicity (PG16S) 8.54c - -

aClark et al. (2015). bDe Vis et al. (2017a). cDe Vis et al. (2017b). dNASA/IPAC

Extragalactic Database (https://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/). eButa et al. (2015).
fKoribalski et al. (2004). gTully et al. (2016). hCalculated using the standard pre-

scription outlined in Clark et al. (2015). iTheureau et al. (1998).

https://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/
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Chapter 3

Data Reduction and Calibration

3.1 Introduction

In this Chapter we outline the methods used to reduce the KOALA

data, including our own scripts written to resolve data quality issues produced by the

AAO pipeline.

The data that is initially produced from the KOALA IFU is the raw

output from the CCDs. These data files require many steps of reduction and calibra-

tion to get to the final science quality data products, which are the data cubes for

each galaxy. The general steps that are required are as follows:

1. Cosmic ray removal with PyCosmic.

2. Scattered light subtraction.

3. Data reduction (bias-subtraction, location and extraction of fibre spectra, wave-

length calibration) using the AAO software 2dFdr.

4. Throughput calibration.

5. Sky subtraction.

6. Masking of sky lines, defects and leftover cosmics.

7. Flux calibration using standard stars.

8. Scaling, rebinning and convolution of observations.

9. Production of data cubes.

10. Combining the blue and red data cubes.

37
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Some of these steps are completed using a pipeline provided by the AAO

KOALA team1 whereas other steps and techniques were designed and produced as

part of this Thesis. Additional pipeline steps, tests and parameter settings we carried

out to obtain the highest quality data from the raw telescope data include:

• Switching to an external cosmic ray removal method, rather than the default

2dFdr method.

• Choice of extraction method: Gauss or OPTEX?

• Wavelength calibration from sky lines.

• Sky subtraction for moonlit nights.

• Using the twilight flats for throughput calibration, rather than the default 2dFdr

method.

• Scattered light subtraction.

• Data cube issues, dead fibre flags, lack of weighting for exposure time or vari-

ance.

• Dealing with tramline map creep.

In the next Sections, we will discuss each of the steps and changes we

needed to make in turn.

3.2 Cosmic ray removal with PyCosmic

The first step that is carried out on the raw output from the KOALA

IFU is the removal of cosmic rays. Cosmic rays are single high-energy particles, which

cause showers of particles when entering the Earth’s atmosphere. Due to their high

energies, they leave bright tracks on the CCDs at the telescope if they hit it, and the

number that are incident upon the CCD increases with the length any exposure that

is taken. Therefore, our object and offset sky observations will have contamination

from cosmic rays. It is important to remove this cosmic ray contamination from the

spectra because they are similar in appearance to bright emission lines, and can be

mistaken for these features. One of the main methods to remove cosmic rays from

1Example KOALA cubing scripts are available at https://aat.anu.edu.au/science/

instruments/current/koala/reduction. Assistance with the reduction process can be obtained
by getting in touch with Ángel López-Sánchez at angel.lopez-sanchez@mq.edu.au.

https://aat.anu.edu.au/science/instruments/current/koala/reduction
https://aat.anu.edu.au/science/instruments/current/koala/reduction
angel.lopez-sanchez@mq.edu.au
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Figure 3.1. An example of how PyCosmic works when applied to a frame of raw
KOALA data; a 500 pixel horizonatal strip of a raw frame is shown here. Top panel:
The raw frame as it comes from the telescope. You can see there are small, bright
spots of light at random all over the frame; these are the cosmic rays. Middle panel:
The mask PyCosmic applies after it has identified the positions of the cosmic rays.
Bottom panel: The data after the mask has been applied and the cosmics have been
removed from the data.

IFU data is to use PyCosmic (Husemann et al., 2012), which was designed specifically

to be used on fibre-fed IFS data. PyCosmic identifies the cosmic rays according to

a variety of parameters set by the user, and then masks them before interpolating

using the surrounding data to fill the gaps left by the mask. Removing cosmic rays

without also removing emission line flux from our sources required some investigation

of different parameter combinations.

There are a couple of different ways we can apply the PyCosmic algo-

rithm to our data: (i) within 2dFdr as part of the data reduction process2, or (ii)

2During our initial investigations of the data reduction process using version 6.28 of 2dFdr (the
recommended release version at the time), we tried using the internal version of PyCosmic with a
couple of the different extraction methods available in 2dFdr. We encountered an issue where using
one method of reduction (so-called OPTEX) gave poor results, regardless of the parameters being
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running PyCosmic outside of 2dFdr.

We tested both ways (see Appendix B.2 for more details) and found that

the best results came from running PyCosmic outside of 2dFdr; the final parameter

values used here are listed in Table 3.1. Figure 3.1 demonstrates that this approach

successfully removes the contamination of most of the cosmic rays in our observations.

Once the cosmic rays had been removed satisfactorily the data was then put through

2dFdr as normal, with the internal 2dFdr version of PyCosmic turned off. Figure 3.2

shows the importance of removing cosmic ray contamination from KOALA data.

Table 3.1. Final parameter values used with PyCosmic to remove cosmic rays
from the data from the blue and red CCDs of KOALA. Different values of the fwhm
parameter were chosen for the two CCDs to find the best balance between removing
as many cosmics as possible whilst leaving important emission lines intact.

Parameter CCD 1 CCD 2

siglim 5.0 5.0
iter 5 5

fwhm 2.0 3.0
rlim 1.0 1.0
gain 2.0 2.0

3.3 Scattered light subtraction

Scattered light can be an issue for instruments that use the AAOmega

spectrograph; it was found to be an issue for the SAMI instrument (Green et al.,

2018), and we have found that this is also the case for the KOALA instrument. This

scattered light is caused by light at all wavelengths entering the spectrograph and

being reflected and bounced around in the setup of AAOmega. This is particularly a

problem at the very blue end of the blue CCD; due to the low counts of our sources

in this region, the scattered light has a larger percentage contribution to the total

counts. Without accounting for and subtracting this light, we end up with our final

spectra displaying an upturn in flux at the very blue end of our wavelength coverage.

This causes issues when trying to fit the spectrum, so the scattered light needs to be

removed from our final data.

To characterise the scattered light, we have to partially reduce the data

first using the reduction software 2dFdr. The scattered light analysis is done using an

output file known as an im.fits file. These files have had the bias subtracted from the

used in PyCosmic.
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Figure 3.2. The average spectrum of NGC 4030 before and after cosmic ray removal
with PyCosmic. The top panel shows the average spectrum from the blue CCD (CCD
1) without cosmic ray removal. The bottom panel shows the same observational data,
but this time with cosmic ray removal using the final chosen PyCosmic parameters.
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frame using the overscan region but have not yet had the extraction process carried

out, so there are still gaps between fibres. The scattered light is present throughout

the data frames, so we use these gaps between fibres to obtain the profile of the

scattered light.

We exclude all of the pixels that have data from the fibres present

within them, which leaves behind only the data within the gaps. We obtain the data

from all the empty regions, and for each wavelength we calculate the average across

the perpendicular axis, covering all the gaps between fibres. This becomes the 1D

scattered light profile (other options were explored, and are explained in more detail

in Appendix B.1). We then subtract this final profile from the raw frames; this data

can then be reduced as normal within the data reduction package 2dFdr.

3.4 The 2dFdr software package

2dFdr (AAO Software Team, 2015) is the software package used to

reduce data that has come from the AAOmega spectrograph on the AAT. 2dFdr

takes in the raw data files from KOALA (and other instruments) and AAOmega, and

returns an extracted spectrum with a wavelength solution.

To reduce the data, two types of calibration observations are necessary

from KOALA: fibre flat fields and ARC fields. The fibre flat fields are obtained from

lamps in the AAOmega spectrograph which have a very consistent flux response with

wavelength, and have no large spectral features. These are used to find and trace

each fibre across the detector. When the path of each fibre has been found and a

tramline map has been made, the flux values of the spectrum at each wavelength

pixel can be found. This is done by fitting a gaussian to the profile of the fibre at

each wavelength pixel and integrating the light under the resulting curve. This allows

a single flux value to be found for each wavelength pixel. The ARC fields are then

used to characterise the wavelength solution of the data. They are also obtained from

lamps within the spectrograph, but these have many well-known spectral features

in the output, which helps to pin down the wavelength solution for the spectra we

obtained from our sources.

We use version 6.88 of the software to reduce our data3. The parameters

used during the reduction are chosen in the tabs at the top of the page. We changed

several of the default parameters to customise the reduction process for our data. For

3The current release version of 2dFdr can be obtained from https://www.aao.gov.au/science/

software/2dfdr?_ga=2.73303571.1408321010.1608138046-116206076.1608138046. Older ver-
sions can be found at https://www.aao.gov.au/science/software/2dfdr/other-versions.

https://www.aao.gov.au/science/software/2dfdr?_ga=2.73303571.1408321010.1608138046-116206076.1608138046
https://www.aao.gov.au/science/software/2dfdr?_ga=2.73303571.1408321010.1608138046-116206076.1608138046
https://www.aao.gov.au/science/software/2dfdr/other-versions
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example, we choose to remove some of the options found in the default configuration

of 2dFdr, and add an extra calibration option (discussed further in the following

Sections).

3.4.1 Choosing which extraction method to use

One of the first things we focused on during the reduction process was

which extraction method to use within 2dFdr: Gaussian (Gauss) or optimal (OPTEX)

extraction. Gaussian extraction is the most simple form of extraction that can be

used for the data. It fits a Gaussian profile to the fibre spread function, and then

uses this to calculate the flux for each pixel along the fibre. The optimal method is

similar; it fits a Gaussian profile to the fibre spread function, but also assumes there

is some overlap, known as cross-talk, between the profiles of each fibre, and tries to

deal with any erroneous flux that results from these overlapping profiles. This may

become an issue if there is a very bright fibre next to a much fainter fibre, as the

bright fibre profile will overlap with the fainter fibre next to it and could cause it to

seem brighter than it actually is.

Cross-talk is expected to be an issue with KOALA, as the fibres are

all packed very close together. To assess whether cross-talk was an issue for our

data, and whether the optimal extraction was doing a good job of solving it, we

compared the Gaussian and optimal extraction methods. The optimal extraction

process is more computationally expensive than the Gaussian extraction, so a check

would enable us to determine if OPTEX made a noticeable difference to the quality

of the data to justify the extra time taken during the reduction process. To carry

out this comparison, we focused on a simple case: observations taken of the standard

star LTT3218 as part of our observing programme (known as the flux standard). The

standard star provides a small, bright area of flux for us to study the effects of cross-

talk, since the star behaves effectively as a point source, most of the flux will pass

down only a few of the KOALA fibres.

To prepare the data for these tests, the flux standard observations are

first put through the external version of PyCosmic to remove any cosmic rays that

hit the detector during the observing time of the frames. Two copies of the resulting

files are then passed through 2dFdr. Both reductions have the exact same settings

except for the extraction method. Finally, the observations are sky subtracted. For

the purpose of this test, we are only interested in the average flux passing through

each fibre, so we collapse the wavelength axis of the observations. After we have done

this, we remove any fibres containing flux from the star and calculate the average
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Figure 3.3. Cutout flux intensity map for an observation of the flux standard
LTT3218 from the 28th April 2016, reduced using the Gauss extraction method.

value of flux in the remaining fibres to get an idea of the background flux. This is

then subtracted from the average flux in all fibres.

We want to assess how much flux is coming through each fibre in the

vicinity of the star. Figure 3.3 shows a fibre intensity map for one of our flux standard

observations taken on the 28th April 2016 and reduced using the Gauss extraction

method (zoomed in on the central area).

To get an idea of where cross-talk might have the biggest effect, we need

to identify the brightest fibre, which contains the majority of the flux from the star,

and its neighbours, both on the sky and on the CCD. To do this, we also plotted a map

of the fibre numbers (Figure 3.4) which correspond to the cutout region containing

our star. The brightest fibre in the field of view is number 431. This fibre has

neighbours on the sky and CCD, fibres 430 and 432, which will be prime candidates

to check for cross-talk. However, the flux from the star is not limited to just fibre

431, as Figure 3.3 shows, so there are other fibres around the star which may have

neighbours showing cross-talk. Therefore, we will focus on the group of fibres around

the star as well during this investigation.

Firstly, we compare the observations of the standard star output for

both GAUSS and OPTEX extraction methods, and compare with an analytical model
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Figure 3.4. Map of fibre numbers corresponding the the cutout area around the
star LTT3218, shown in Figure 3.3. Fibre 431 is the brightest fibre in the field of
view, and is highlighted in red. The neighbouring fibres of interest are highlighted in
yellow.

of the stellar profile. For the GAUSS data, we might expect the stellar flux to have ev-

idence of cross-talk in the fibres (particularly fibres 430 and 422) in the form of seeing

additional flux than predicted from the model. If OPTEX is working well, we would

expect to see a stellar flux close to the analytical model since it should have corrected

for any cross-talk. More details on this method are provided in Appendix B.3.

We used a stellar model described by a double two dimensional Gaus-

sian function, of the form:

f(x, y) = a exp

(
−
[

(x− xo)2

2σ2
1

+
(y − yo)2

2σ2
1

])
+b exp

(
−
[

(x− xo)2

2σ2
2

+
(y − yo)2

2σ2
2

])
+c,

(3.1)

where xo and yo are the central positions of the Gaussian function, σ1 and σ2 are the

standard deviations of the first and second Gaussian functions respectively, and a,

b and c are constants. The best fitting parameters of the functions were found by

minimising the sum of the squared residuals between the data and the model. (The

model fits and their residuals for GAUSS and OPTEX data reduction are shown

in Figure B.6.) We find very little difference in the comparison of the GAUSS and

OPTEX stellar profiles with the final fit model.
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Figure 3.5. Ratio of the quantities in Equation 3.2 and Equation 3.3 shown with
fibre position for the flux standard LTT3218. The white cross indicates the position
of fibre 431, the brightest fibre in the field of view of the flux standard.

Next we directly compare the standard star output by the GAUSS and

OPTEX methods. Since the latter method will have had any flux due to cross talk

removed, we first needed to make sure the fluxes were scaled to match one another.

Any variations we then see in the fibres that we predict cross talk might be a problem

are definitely due to cross-talk. We estimate the difference between the total (scaled)

fluxes ∆Flux for both methods using:

∆Flux = FGauss − FOPTEX,scaled, (3.2)

and compare with the error in ∆Flux to see if any differences are significant:

σ∆ =
(
σ2

Gauss + σ2
OPTEX

) 1
2 . (3.3)

Figure 3.5 shows fibre position in x and y, with the colourbar indicating

the ratio of the quantities calculated in Equation 3.2 and Equation 3.3. Higher values

of ∆Flux/σ∆ indicate that the flux in the Gauss extracted standard is higher than in

the OPTEX extracted standard, and that this is a statistically significant difference.

In fibres 430 and 432, the neighbours on the CCD of the brightest fibre 431, are
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brighter than average. In fibre 571 (not a neighbour of fibre 431 on the CCD, but

it is a neighbour on the sky) we would not expect that fibre to have a high ratio

of ∆Flux/σ∆ since cross-talk would not be seen here. For fibres 570 and 572, we

would expect that the ratio is higher since these are close neighbours on the CCD.

Comparing with Figure 3.5, we see that this is indeed the case, suggesting that

OPTEX does indeed seem to be removing flux where we expect there to be cross-talk

and working well where we do not expect cross talk.

To summarise, we choose the optimal flux extraction method, OPTEX,

over the default GAUSS routine despite its more expensive computational needs. Full

details of this justification are provided in Appendix B.3.

3.5 Throughput calibration

Throughput calibration is applied to our data to make sure there is

effectively a consistent amount of light being let through each fibre in the KOALA

instrument. If the instrument was perfect, each fibre would let through 100% of the

light that is incident upon it, but in reality this is not the case. No fibre will be

completely efficient, and some fibres will have throughputs that are far lower than

others. The process of throughput calibration will scale up the flux coming through a

less efficient fibre to make sure it matches the throughput of the more efficient fibres

and give a consistent output from the instrument.

There are a few ways that we can do this calibration, and all involve

using an observation we assume to be flat. For example, twilight flat observations

(exposures taken of the sky during twilight), quartz flat observations (exposures taken

of a quartz lamp with the dome shut) and offset sky observations (exposures taken

of a blank area of dark sky, between object exposures) should have a very similar

and repeatable spectrum for every fibre in the field of view of KOALA, providing

there are no stars in the field at the time of exposure for the twilight flats and offset

skies. These can therefore be used to extract the throughputs of the fibres so that

they can be re-applied to our observations to make sure we are not losing flux due

to a poor fibre throughput. We investigated two different methods for calculating

the throughput: (i) using 2dFdr’s inbuilt throughput calibration method which uses

offset skies, and (ii) a method we carried out using the quartz or twilight flats.

For method (i), we found persistent problems with the offset skies that

may have affected their ability to accurately characterise the fibre throughput. An

example of this is shown in the top panel of Figure 3.6. The observation shown is an

offset sky, observed in the red CCD. As mentioned before, we expect the offset skies
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Figure 3.6. Examples of two observations that can be used to throughput calibrate
KOALA IFU data. The top panel shows a fibre flux map of an offset sky in the
red CCD as would be used in the 2dFdr pipeline. This shows variations in bias and
throughput across the field of view. The bottom panel shows a fibre flux map of a
twilight flat. Here, we can clearly see the throughput variations.
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Figure 3.7. Fibre throughputs for the blue and red CCDs for the 2016 and 2017
observing runs. The top panel shows the fibre throughputs for the blue CCD, with
the 2016 and 2017 throughputs indicated by squares and triangles respectively. The
bottom panel shows the fibre throughputs for the red CCD, with the 2016 and 2017
throughputs again represented with squares and triangles respectively. You can see
that the throughputs in the blue and red CCDs for each fibre are similar.
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Figure 3.8. Fibre maps showing the total flux in each fibre for an observation of
NGC 5584, target field 1. The top panel shows the total flux in each fibre before
throughput calibration has been applied to the data, and the bottom panel shows the
same data after the throughputs derived from the twilight flats have been applied.
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to be relatively flat apart from the variations in throughput; this is not the case for

the offset skies observed in the red CCD. We find variations in the bias level in the

red CCD, which cause bright and dark patches across the field of view dominating

over any variations in throughput, making the offset skies unreliable as a measure of

throughput. These bias level variations are significant because the sky photon count

is small. Longer sky exposures, matching the length of the target observations, would

have solved this, but would have meant less time spent on targets, and therefore less

signal in the data overall.

For method (ii), we inspected the quality of the quartz and twilight

flats from our observing runs. We determined the former to be unsuitable for this

purpose; low signal from the quartz lamp in the blue CCD means that the contribution

from scattered light in these fields is a major issue (Appendix B.4). An example of

the fibre flux map of a twilight flat from our observing run is shown in the bottom

panel of Figure 3.6. We see less scattered light in this flat, though we note this

becomes a bigger problem in the very blue end of our data where the flux from our

object is lowest, and when the scattered light therefore makes up a higher percentage

of the total flux present. It seems that the twilight flats in these edge regions are

bright enough that the contribution of flux from scattered light is less of an issue. In

comparison to the quartz flats, the twilight flats on average have approximately 10

times more flux in the blue end. We therefore use the twilight flat observations to

obtain the throughputs. These throughput values are shown in Figure 3.7, for each

CCD and each observing run. A data frame is shown in Figure 3.8 both before and

after throughput calibration to demonstrate the importance of this process.

Whilst checking the quality of our throughput calibration, we encoun-

tered an interesting problem. This issue is illustrated in Figure 3.9 (top). Whilst we

had removed most of the fibre-to-fibre variations present in the data via our through-

put calibration, when we created fibre maps showing the total flux in each fibre, there

were many groups of fibres that appeared across the field of view, that possessed two

brighter than average fibres and two fainter than average fibres. We dubbed these

‘bees’, due to their physical appearance in the data frames.

We thought that this issue might be due to tramline map (TLM) creep,

where the positions of the tramlines of the fibres change over time during an observing

night. When we discovered this issue, we were using version 6.28 of 2dFdr. A later

version of 2dFdr, version 6.88, had a new data reduction option available: ‘check

for TLM creep’. After selecting this option in the new version of 2dFdr we see that

the bees are almost completely removed (Figure 3.9 (bottom)). This issue led us to

decide to reduce our data using version 6.88 of 2dFdr.
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Figure 3.9. Total fibre flux maps of object 23 from 30th April 2016. Top: the data
after being reduced using 2dFdr version 6.28. Bottom: using 2dFdr version 6.88, with
the ‘check from TLM creep’ option selected. Both data sets have been throughput
calibrated.
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3.6 Sky subtraction

During an observing run, along with the calibration and object fields,

offset sky fields are also obtained, where the entire KOALA field of view is pointed at

a blank area of sky. This is so that the flux from the sky can be measured and then

removed from our observations, so that it does not contaminate the emission from

our sources. Offset sky observations are required for our sources because they fill the

whole of the KOALA field of view, so no fibres in the field of view can be designated

as ‘sky fibres’ for the purpose of the sky subtraction. The sky spectra also contains

very prominent emission lines which need to removed from our object spectra. An

example of the effect of incorrectly accounting for the sky emission lines is shown in

the Figure 3.10. Originally we were using 2dFdr version 6.28 to reduce our data. The

top panel shows the object spectrum with prominent sky lines, and the lower panel

shows an initial attempt at removing the sky using this version. Remnants of the sky

emission lines are present in both the blue and red CCD data. These features remain

because the sky emission lines of the object spectrum are offset in wavelength from

those in the sky spectrum obtained by 2dFdr from the offset skies.

Unfortunately we discovered that 2dFdr does not deal with this type

of sky subtraction using its default method of offset sky fields (Appendix B.5), so we

had to create our own process to solve this issue. To do this we use the following

steps:

1. The offset sky frames are combined to make a ‘master’ sky for each observing

night by finding the median flux of all of the offset sky frames at each wavelength

pixel in each fibre.

2. The ‘master’ sky field can then be used to remove the sky contamination from

the observations. This is done by scaling the exposure time of the sky frame to

match those of the observations, and then subtracting the median sky spectrum

from each fibre in each of the object frames.

3. Before the median sky spectrum is subtracted from the spectrum in the fibres of

the object frames, a cross-correlation is carried out between the sky and object

spectra to estimate any wavelength offset between the sky and object. Then

the sky spectrum is shifted to make sure the sky emission lines in the spectrum

line up with one another and are therefore removed correctly.

Since we take the median value of flux to create the offset skies, we

perform a bootstrap to obtain the error for each pixel. The errors are assumed to
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Figure 3.10. Example of the average spectrum of an observation of NGC 5584, taken
on the 28th April 2016. Top: the spectrum of the red CCD after being reduced using
2dFdr version 6.28. The dominating features are the sky emission lines. Bottom: the
object observation after sky subtraction. We can see that prominent sky emission
lines have not been removed correctly.
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Figure 3.11. Test pixel distributions resulting from a bootstrap to obtain errors for
the master sky files. Each colour is a distribution that was formed from a different
initial test pixel.

be Gaussian, and each pixel value is perturbed by a random number pulled from a

normal distribution, with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1. This is done

250 times, and the standard deviation of the resulting distribution of pixel values is

taken as the error on the pixel value. An example of the distributions of pixel values

obtained from the bootstrapping process is shown in Figure 3.11. This process is

carried out for each observing night, with a couple of exceptions (see the following

Section).

3.6.1 Moonlit skies

During observations on the 28th April 2016, the moon rose half way

through the night and caused a change in the resulting sky spectra in both the offset

sky and object frames; a similar issue occurred on the 21st May 2017 for the latter

part of the night. An example of this is shown in Figure 3.12 for the 21st May 2017.

The presence of the moonlight required a slightly different technique for finding and

subtracting the sky spectrum from the effected observations as simply using the sky

observations led to over subtraction of flux, and object spectra with negative values.

On nights where the moon rose during observations, the brightness
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Figure 3.12. Plot of median fibre flux with time for the object and offset sky
observations taken on the 21st May 2017. The object observations are plotted as
crosses, and the offset sky observations are plotted as circles, connected by the dashed
line. The time of moonrise on that night is indicated by the solid vertical line.

of the sky spectrum in each of the offset skies and object frames increases roughly

linearly with time. Using this, we use the closest offset sky observations to each object

frame, and interpolate or extrapolate to obtain the expected sky spectrum for that

object frame given the linear increase in brightness observed (Appendix B.5.1). We

can derive the sky flux at time of the source observation if we interpolate between

sky observations before and after our source observation using:

S(tObs) =
S(t1)(t2 − tObs) + S(t2)(tObs − t1)

(t2 − t1)
, (3.4)

where S(tObs) is the sky flux at the time a particular object observation was taken,

S(t1) and S(t2) are the fluxes of offset skies taken before and after the object observa-

tion respectively, and tObs, t1 and t2 are the times the object observation, sky before

the object observation and sky after the object observation were taken respectively.

An example of this process is shown in Figure 3.13; the resulting sky subtracted

object spectrum no longer has negative features.

We then follow a similar procedure as before to carry out the sky sub-

traction: we subtract the median sky spectrum from each fibre in the object frame,
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Figure 3.13. Example spectra of NGC 5584 taken on the 28th April 2016. The
median spectrum is compared before sky subtraction (red) and after subtraction
(orange). The interpolated sky spectrum for the time of the object observation is
shown in green (see Appendix B.5.1 for more details).

after performing a cross-correlation to match up sky emission lines, but instead of

using the master skies we use the interpolated or extrapolated skies created for each

object frame affected by moonlight.

3.7 Masking of sky line remnants, defects and

leftover cosmics

After the sky subtraction has been carried out, we perform an inspec-

tion of the data frames to check for any issues that require masking. We find three

issues that need to be sorted out before we move on.

3.7.1 Sky line remnants

Due to our method of creating a master sky file for each observing

night, sky emission lines (which can change in brightness as the night progresses) are

not always completely removed. By making sure we are removing them at the correct

wavelength through cross-correlation, the remaining features are not huge, but still
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appear similar to object emission lines, and therefore could confuse an algorithm

during a spectrum fitting process. To avoid this being an issue, we go through the

sky subtracted frames and mask any remnants of the sky subtraction process. An

example of this is shown in Figure 3.14 for both the blue and red CCDs.

To choose which wavelengths to mask, we use the OH emission line

catalogue of Rousselot et al. (2000). We check each sky emission line within our

wavelength range in turn. If the line is close to a galaxy emission line of interest,

then no remnant masking is performed so that no galaxy flux is erroneously removed;

in those instances we trust the sky subtraction to have done as good a job as it can,

because we don’t want to risk removing parts of our galaxy emission line profiles. For

example, in the blue end of the spectrum, there are only four sky emission lines within

our wavelength range. Two of those four sky emission lines are close to galaxy Balmer

emission lines, so no masking is performed in those cases to avoid removing useful

flux. The red end of the spectrum has far more sky emission lines. In this case, we

also use a flux cut to choose which lines to mask, since the catalogue of Rousselot et

al. (2000) also contains the relative flux of these sky emission lines. Only the brighter

sky emission lines are masked, as the fainter lines do not show up in our spectrum.

The brighter lines are again assessed for their position relative to important galaxy

emission lines, and if they are too close, they are not masked.

3.7.2 Defects in the blue CCD

The blue CCD of the AAOmega spectrograph has two defects which

cause features to appear consistently in the data. These defects mainly consist of

NaNs in the final data, but some hot pixels slip through and can cause issues in

the final data cubes. These features can be seen as the diagonal lines in the top

panel of Figure 3.14. To sort these issues, we make sure the hot pixels are masked

by performing a binary dilation of the NaNs in these defects by 1 pixel. The effect

of this dilation is to essentially enlarge the mask by one pixel in each direction, as

shown in Figure 3.15. This solves the problem and makes sure that no erroneous flux

is included in the final data cubes.

3.7.3 Leftover cosmic rays

As discussed in Section 3.2, trial and error was required to find the

balance between removing the contamination of as many cosmic rays as possible,

whilst leaving the emission lines of our objects intact. Due to this cautious approach,
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Figure 3.14. Examples of a blue (top) and red (bottom) CCD data frame after
having the sky line remnants masked. Any place that has been masked with a NaN
value is shown in black; the sky line masks are vertical black lines in both frames.
The defects in the blue CCD can also be seen in the top panel as the jagged features
in black rising from the bottom of the frame.
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Figure 3.15. An example of how the issues caused by the defect in the blue CCD are
removed. Left: Defect in the blue CCD before masking. Right: Defect after masking
has been carried out using binary dilation.

Figure 3.16. An example of a cosmic ray left in the data frames post running
PyCosmic.

some cosmics slipped through the initial removal. We perform a by eye inspection

of the data frames to search for any bright cosmics that may have slipped through

PyCosmic, and mask them before moving on. Some of the leftover cosmics are large

and exceptionally bright (see Figure 3.16 for an example), and therefore it is important

that they are removed. NaN masks are manually applied to any cosmics spotted in

each frame, using apertures in Starlink-GAIA.

3.8 Flux calibration

After the sky subtraction has been completed, the next step in the

reduction and calibration process is flux calibration. Flux calibration allows us to tie
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Figure 3.17. Spectrum for the standard star LTT3218, shown over the same wave-
length range covered by our KOALA data, obtained by Moehler et al. (2014) using
X-SHOOTER on the VLT.

the observations of our sources (in units of counts) to a physical unit system, and

enables us to compare our spectra to those from other telescopes. This is done using

flux standards: observations of standard stars that have accurate and well sampled

spectra available.

During our two observing runs with KOALA, we observed the standard

star LTT3218 on several nights. We found previous observations of LTT3218 from

X-SHOOTER on the VLT (Moehler et al., 2014)4. The data spans a wavelength

range from 3000 to 25 000�A with 0.05 to 0.2�A wavelength spacing, and is shown in

Figure 3.17 over the range of 3000 to 8000�A. We use this data to calibrate both the

red and blue arms of our KOALA spectra.

To perform the flux calibration, we first need to extract the spectrum

of the standard star from our KOALA observations (see Appendix B.6). The sky is

subtracted using a blank area of sky within the flux standard observations to obtain

a median sky spectrum, which is then subtracted from each fibre in the flux standard

observations. The flux in the fibres containing the star are summed. Calibration

curves are created by regridding the X-SHOOTER standard data for LTT3218 to

4https://www.eso.org/sci/observing/tools/standards/spectra/ltt3218.html

https://www.eso.org/sci/observing/tools/standards/spectra/ltt3218.html
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match the wavelength resolution of our KOALA observations of the star, and then

taking the ratio of the X-SHOOTER standard spectra to the KOALA spectra. The

final calibration curves obtained from each flux standard observation are shown in

Figure 3.18 for both the blue and red CCDs. The curves labelled 16, 17, 27 and 28

are from the first observing run, and those labelled 44 and 45 are from the second

observing run. The shapes of the curves are slightly different between the two ob-

serving runs, and even between different days. However, we do not have a standard

star observation for every observing night. Therefore, we choose the best curves from

each observing run to apply to the data: the final chosen curves, 28 and 45, have

the highest throughput of all the flux standard observations. In practice, using one

calibration curve for all of the data from one observing run is not ideal, but we can

attempt to deal with any resulting variations in flux level due to the difference in the

calibration curves by further scaling the flux after this step. These final calibration

curves are also multiplied by a factor of 120 before being applied to the data; this

is to account for the exposure time of the flux standards (see Table A.1), which is

included in the data cubing code. Without this factor being accounted for prior to

the data cubing step, the final cube flux values end up lower that they should be.

Once we have our chosen flux calibration curves for each run and for

each CCD, these are then applied to the data. Each pixel in the calibration curve

is applied to each pixel in the data for each fibre. Since we saw above that the flux

calibration curves are slightly different in flux and shape between the two observing

runs, we apply a further flux scaling to each one, according to:

F
′

i =
Fi〈
Fi
〉 × 〈Fmax

〉
, (3.5)

where Fi is the flux in a wavelength pixel in observation i of any galaxy field,
〈
Fi
〉

is the average flux over all wavelength pixels in observation i of any galaxy field,〈
Fmax

〉
is the average flux over all wavelength pixels in the brightest observation of

any galaxy field and F
′
i is the scaled flux in a wavelength pixel in observation i of any

galaxy field.

The units of the calibration curve are ergs cm−2 s−1 Å−1 count−1, so

when each pixel in each fibre of our object spectra or standard star is multiplied by

the corresponding pixel in the calibration curve, the data has physical flux units of

ergs cm−2 s−1 Å−1, and can now be compared to spectra from other telescopes.

Despite the efforts described here to make sure the flux calibration of

the red and blue arms is as good as it can be, we find an offset in the calibration

between the red and blue arms, due to the use of the two different CCDs to obtain the
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Figure 3.18. Smoothed calibration curves for each of the flux standard observations
for the blue CCD (top) and the red CCD (bottom) taken during the two observing
runs. The bumps and wiggles in the red calibration curves are due to atmospheric
absorption features.
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data. To address this offset, we look at the SDSS spectra that are available for our

sources. The wavelength coverage of the SDSS overlaps our data and covers the gap

between the CCDs, so we use this data to calibrate the blue end of our KOALA data

to match the red. The SDSS spectra available for our primary sources are single fibre

spectra, observed mostly within the central bulges of these galaxies. To compare

the SDSS spectra with our KOALA data, we need to obtain a spectrum from our

KOALA data using the same position on the sky and aperture size as the SDSS

spectrum. However, we cannot simply use the RA and Dec of the SDSS spectrum to

find the correct position in the KOALA cube, as there is a difference in the positional

calibration between the SDSS and KOALA. Therefore, we need to find the correct

position to place the aperture in the KOALA cube by eye. This was done using the

following method:

• Obtain the SDSS g-band image of the source in question.

• Find the RA and Dec and fibre size from the headers of the SDSS fibre spectra

for that source. Create and place an aperture the size of the fibre at the RA

and Dec of the SDSS spectrum on the SDSS g-band image.

• Sum the KOALA data cube over the SDSS g-band wavelength range to obtain

a KOALA g-band image.

• Use the aperture position on the SDSS g-band image and the features in the

two images to place an aperture of the same size in the correct position on the

KOALA g-band image.

• Use the aperture to extract a spectrum from the KOALA data cube at the

chosen position in the KOALA g-band image.

Figure 3.19 shows an example of the match between the SDSS fibre spectrum position

(left panel) and the placement of the KOALA aperture (right panel) for UGC 9215.

We tested a couple of ways to match the calibration of the blue and

red arms using the SDSS fibre spectra; using a zero point correction, and using a first

order fit. We first take the ratio of each arm of our extracted KOALA cube spectrum

with the SDSS fibre spectrum. To get the zero point correction, we take the median

of these ratios for each arm. To get the first order correction, we perform a straight

line fit to the ratio for each arm. An example of the effect of each correction is shown

in Figure 3.20. Both of these methods give much the same result, so we choose to

apply the zero point correction to the final data to account for the difference between

the red and blue arms.
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Figure 3.19. An example of the position match between the SDSS fibre spectrum
and the aperture placed on the KOALA cube. The left panel shows the SDSS g-
band image of UGC 9215, and the right panel shows the KOALA cube of the same
source, summed over the wavelength range of the SDSS g-band. The red circle shows
the position of the SDSS fibre spectrum in the left panel, and the matched KOALA
spectrum in the right panel.

3.9 Creating the final product: Data Cubes

The penultimate step in the process is to combine all of the individual

data frames for each galaxy field into a data cube. The script used to do this was

originally designed for SAMI (see Sharp et al. (2015) for full details), but has been

adapted for use with the KOALA instrument, and was provided by the KOALA team.

To make the data cubes, the object frames need to be grouped together

according to galaxy field. Each observation of a particular galaxy field needs to be

entered into the cubing script with an offset value, which corresponds to how far

it was dithered with respect to the previous observation. This is so that the fibres

in each individual observation can be assigned to the correct position in the output

pixel grid that the cube is built into. The first observation listed in the cubing

script will be assigned to sit at the centre of the final pixel grid, with the subsequent

observations dithered with respect to that central position. The flux in the fibres

of each observation will be split up over the pixels in the output grid that the fibre

area covers; this is done in turn for each observation and each wavelength slice until

each wavelength slice is full and the final data cube has been created. Cubes are

created for the blue and red CCDs individually, as the two wavelength ranges cannot

be combined within the script. Therefore, the output from the script will be two data

cubes for each galaxy field.

Prior to running the cubing script, we must convolve the red and blue

frames to a common spectral resolution. The blue and red arms of the spectrograph
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Figure 3.20. Examples of the spectrum of UGC 9215 with the zero point correction
(top panel) and the first order correction (bottom panel) applied.
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have different spectral resolutions, quoted as 2.181Å and 1.208Å respectively from the

AAT5. However, these values have been shown to be inaccurate (van de Sande et al.,

2017), so we calculate the actual resolutions for our data for each observing night.

We do this using the ‘MFARC’ fields: we find the brightest, unblended emission lines

in these frames and fit these lines with a Gaussian after removing the background

flux level. The full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of the Gaussian gives the spectral

resolution for that night. (These measurements were repeated at various positions

across the CCD and at various wavelengths to make sure there was no large variation

in the resolution.) The resolutions are provided in Table 3.2. The poorest resolution

is for the blue frames from the 22nd May 2017 (FWHM of 2.93 Å). To ensure our

data is consistent, all of the data obtained from the other nights in the blue CCD,

and all of the data from the red CCD were convolved to a common resolution of 2.93

Å.

Table 3.2. Measurements of the FWHM of ‘MFARC’ lines for each observing night.
With the AAOmega spectrograph set up to have central wavelengths of 4700�A in
the blue and 6750�A in the red, the spectral resolution should be 2.181�A and 1.208�A
respectively.

Observing Night Measured FWHM [Å]
CCD 1 CCD 2

28/04/2016 2.59 2.02
29/04/2016 2.59 1.11
30/04/2016 2.54 1.61
01/05/2016 2.52 1.63
21/05/2017 2.91 1.68
22/05/2017 2.93 1.74
23/05/2017 2.92 1.73

The next step is to use the cubing script to create data cubes from the

fibre spectra. This involves calculating the contribution that each fibre makes to each

spaxel, and then summing over fibres and observations. In the standard approach,

for each observation o, the contribution that fibre f makes to the spaxel at position

(x, y) is determined by the geometrical overlap of the circular fibre profile with the

square spaxel boundaries. The overlap area as a fraction of the total fibre area is

denoted by Fo(x, y, f, λ), so the total flux in the spaxel is given by:

g(x, y, λ) =
∑
o,f

Fo(x, y, f, λ)go(f, λ), (3.6)

5https://www.aao.gov.au/cgi-bin/aaomega_calc.cgi

https://www.aao.gov.au/cgi-bin/aaomega_calc.cgi
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where g(x, y, λ) is the flux in the pixel at position x, y and wavelength λ, and go(f, λ)

is the flux in fibre f at wavelength λ for observation o. The sum extends over all

fibres and all observations.

One of the big changes we have made is to add an inverse variance

weighting (IVW) technique when combining the data files to make the final cube for

each galaxy. This is important because a significant fraction of our observations were

made through thin cloud. These observations have reduced signal to noise ratio, but

still contain useful signal. If we simply excluded all the poorer observations, we would

be rejecting a lot of useful data; if we include all data, the total is down-graded by

the lower signal to noise observations. The optimal approach is to use a weighted

mean so that the poorer data is down-weighted, but not simply discarded.

Before we can use a weighted mean, the observations must be scaled so

that they have the same expected value. Also, we want to form an optimal estimate

of the data as it would have been with no cloud. So we use the average data in

each observation to estimate the atmospheric transmission for that observation, and

divide by this factor to match the observation that has maximum transmission. On

the assumption that each observation is of the same patch of sky, the true total count

in each observation should be the same. So the transmission factor for observation o

is given by:

ko =

∑
f,λ

go(f, λ)

maxo

(∑
f,λ

go(f, λ)

) , (3.7)

where the sums extend over all fibres f and wavelengths λ, and the maximum is over

the different observations, o. The scaled fluxes and variances for observation o are

then given by:

ĝo(f, λ) = go(f, λ)/ko (3.8)

and

σ̂2
o(f, λ) = σ2

o(f, λ)/k2
o . (3.9)

Now we can form the weighted mean to provide the minimum variance estimate of

the total data cube:

ĝ(x, y, λ) =

∑
o,f

Fo(x, y, f)wo(f, λ)ĝo(f, λ)∑
o,f

wo(f, λ)
, (3.10)

where wo(f, λ) is the weight for each fibre, wavelength and observation. We then
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sum the variances over each fibre and wavelength, and set a single weight for each

observation:

wo =
1∑

f,λ

σ̂2
o(f, λ)

. (3.11)

The addition of this IVW technique to the cubing code gives us two

potential settings to use when creating our data cubes:

• When IVW = 0, the original cubing code (provided by the KOALA team and

adapted from the code used for SAMI) is enabled.

• When IVW = 1, the IVW version of the code (which introduces a per observa-

tion weighting, as described by Equation 3.11) is enabled.

Using data cubes of UGC 9215 created using both the original and

IVW methods, we check to make sure flux is being conserved correctly with the new

method. The results of this are shown for a small wavelength section in the red

and blue ends in Figure 3.21. When compared, both methods seem consistent in

conserving flux. We then tested this new cubing method on target field 2 of NGC

5584, a galaxy field that was affected by bad weather. Figure 3.22 compares a slice

of the data cube for this source, with and without using the IVW technique. When

directly compared, the cube created using the IVW method has less noise overall in

the image than the cube created with the original cubing method, showing that the

noisy data is indeed being down-weighted by the new IVW technique.

Once the cubes have been created for both the blue and red arms, we

combine the two arms together ourselves to make one complete data cube for each

galaxy field. We regrid the blue and red on the same wavelength scale. The red arm

has a finer wavelength scale (0.57 Å) than the blue, so we use the blue wavelength

scale (1.04 Å) for the whole cube i.e. we degrade the red arm. Since the data was

convolved to a common resolution of 2.93 Å at an earlier stage in the reduction

process, the final data products are finally complete and ready to be analysed.

3.10 Example results from the final Data Cubes

Now that we have the final data cubes reduced and calibrated, we can

take a look at the information that they can provide. We take the data cube of one

of our sources, UGC 9215, as an example to show what we can see within this data.

Figure 3.23 shows flux maps of UGC 9215, from left to right focusing

on the OII line, a section of the continuum, and the Hα and NII lines. The maps
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Figure 3.21. Comparisons between the original and IVW cubing techniques for
galaxy UGC 9215. The upper two panels show a section of the blue wavelength
range, and the bottom two panels show a section of the red wavelength range. Ratios
of the spectra for the original and IVW cubing methods are shown in the second and
fourth panels, and are shown to be near a 1:1 ratio, shown as the black horizontal
line.
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Figure 3.22. The cube of target field 2 of NGC 5584 sliced at 4861 Å (Hβ emission).
Left and right panels show without and with combining the data using the inverse
variance weighting technique.

showing OII and Hα + NII were created by performing a simple sum of the spectrum

in each spaxel. This sum extended approximately 30 Å on either side of the OII and

Hα lines. The continuum map was also created using a simple sum of the spectrum

in each spaxel, but shows an approximately 100 Å range of the continuum in the blue

end of the cube, centred on 4480 Å.

The continuum map in Figure 3.23 shows light being emitted from both

the stars and gas in the galaxy. The emission from the bulge and spiral arms can be

seen as the bright emission in orange and yellow. The maps of OII and Hα + NII

show the emission from the gas in this source. The two maps, especially the Hα +

NII map, show smaller areas of intense emission within the spiral arm and bulge of

the galaxy. These are HII regions, areas of ionised gas due to intense star formation.

These regions possess very strong emission lines from the ionised gas.

Figure 3.24 shows example spectra from two regions of the data cube

for UGC 9215; the bulge (top panel) and an HII region within the spiral arm (bottom

panel). These spectra were obtained by summing a square of 9 pixels in each of these

regions. Emission lines of interest are labelled in black on both spectra. There are

clear differences to be seen between these two regions. The spectrum from the bulge

possesses features from the stars in the galaxy, which can be seen as the absorption

features appearing from the beginning of the spectrum to approximately 4400 Å.

These features appear as the stars in the galaxy age. By contrast, the spectrum for
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the HII region has a very flat continuum with very few features from the stars, due to

the content of these regions being very young, hot stars. Some of the emission lines

are far brighter in the HII region than in the bulge. The Balmer series in the HII

region is brighter than in the bulge, with the series detectable down to Hη. The OIII

doublet is also far brighter than in the bulge.

The large variety of emission lines present in these spectra can be used

to examine a number of properties of the source in question. The Balmer emission

lines can be used to probe the dust attenuation law of the source by investigating

their deviation from their intrinsic ratios. Oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen and sulfur

lines can be used with various calibrators to investigate the metallicity of the source.

These emission lines can also be used to probe the excitation of the source. We will

use these emission lines to investigate these properties in Chapter 4.

3.11 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have described in detail the data reduction and

calibration process for data taken with the KOALA IFU. We adapted some scripts

from the KOALA team to better suit our needs, and created other scripts from scratch

to perform parts of the process. Problems encountered during the process, and the

methods used to solve them are also described. We show the quality of the final

output of the data reduction and calibration process, and briefly describe what can

be achieved using that final product.
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Figure 3.23. Example flux maps of the galaxy UGC 9215. The left panel shows a map of the OII emission line, the middle panel
shows a map of the section of the continuum, and the right panel shows a map of the Hα and NII lines.
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Figure 3.24. Example spectra from two regions within the galaxy UGC 9215. The top panel shows a spectrum obtained from
the bulge of the galaxy, and the bottom panel shows a spectrum obtained from a HII region within the spiral arm of the galaxy.
The names and positions of emission lines of interest are shown in black on both panels.



Chapter 4

Investigating the properties of BAD-

GRS using IFU data

In this chapter we will use the reduced and calibrated IFU data cube of UGC 9215,

one of the main sample of BADGRS outlined in Chapter 2, to demonstrate what

kinds of properties we can investigate with this sort of data.

4.1 Extracting galaxy properties from IFU data

cubes

There is a wealth of information that can be obtained from a galaxy

spectrum, using both the continuum, which allows you to probe the stellar population

and dust in a galaxy, and the emission and absorption lines, which allows you to

probe the gas and stars in a galaxy, depending on the source of the line. To access

this information, we need to fit the continuum and lines of the spectra in each pixel

of the data cube. This can be done in a simplistic fashion with a subtraction of the

continuum in the immediate area around the emission lines. However, this can be

inadequate if there are prominent spectral features coming from the stellar component

in the vicinity of the lines you are interested in. To deal with this, a more common

approach is to fit the continuum using stellar population and dust modelling, to try

and more accurately reproduce the features seen in the spectrum. This can then be

subtracted from the spectrum, allowing the emission line features to be fit, often with

a Gaussian profile, without interference from the continuum. This has the added

bonus of allowing the fit to access information about the stellar continuum, such as

stellar age, dust properties and velocity of the stars. We use this approach with the

data cube for UGC 9215.

75
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4.1.1 Voronoi Binning

We could apply a fitting routine to all of the pixels in the data cube

of UGC 9215. However, some of these pixels have far less signal than others, so it

would be difficult to obtain meaningful information from those lower signal pixels.

This would also be very computationally expensive to fit all pixels in the cubes which

have a signal; the data cube for UGC 9215 is 140 by 140 pixels, and whilst not all of

these have signal because of the inclination of the KOALA field, this would still mean

fitting thousands of spectra, some of which might not even have reliable signal. To

reduce the computational load, and try to ensure the best results are obtained from

the fitting routines, we use Voronoi binning on the data cube.

Voronoi binning is a technique used to spatially bin two-dimensional

data, and higher dimensions of data, such that there is a consistent signal to noise

ratio in all spatial bins (Cappellari et al., 2003). We apply this technique to our data

cube using the Python version of the VorBin package1. To define the signal to noise

of our Voronoi bins, we use a region of the spectrum around the Hβ and OIII[λ5007]

lines. The target signal to noise, TargetSN, is defined as:

TargetSN = SN×
√

Nslices, (4.1)

where SN is the signal to noise ratio we desire and Nslices is the number of wavelength

slices of the spectrum used to define the signal to noise of the bins. The result of

the Voronoi pixelation is shown in Figure 4.1 for UGC 9215 for an SN of 6 and an

Nslices of 240. This figure show the positions and sizes of the new spatial bins and

compares the original signal to noise of each pixel to the new signal to noise of the

Voronoi bins. The signal to noise of the individual pixels achieved a maximum signal

to noise of approximately 70 before Voronoi binning; after this, the new spatial bins

at minimum possess a signal to noise of approximately 70, with the TargetSN, being

92.95. This process turns several thousand pixels into 304 spatial bins. Figure 4.2

shows a comparison of the original 0.5′′ pixels of the UGC 9215 data cube compared

to the new Voronoi bins. An example of the effect the new spatial bins have on the

signal to noise can be seen in the top right corner of the cube; a number of low signal

to noise pixels are amalgamated into a higher signal to noise bin.

Now that we have our new spatial bins defined for the UGC 9215 data

cube with a consistent signal to noise ratio, we can fit the spectrum in each bin and

derive properties from those fits.

1Available for download at https://www-astro.physics.ox.ac.uk/~mxc/software/#binning.

https://www-astro.physics.ox.ac.uk/~mxc/software/#binning
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Figure 4.1. Result of Voronoi pixelation using the VorBin package on the UGC 9215 data cube, for an SN value of 6. The top
panel shows the positions and size of the new spatial bins. The bottom panel shows the signal to noise of the individual pixels in
black, and the signal to noise of the new spatial bins in red, with the TargetSN indicated with the blue horizontal line.
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Figure 4.2. A comparison between the original spatial pixels of UGC 9215 (left
panel) and the new Voronoi bins (right panel). Here we set SN = 6.

4.1.2 pPXF

To fit the spectra of UGC 9215, we use the Python implementation

of pPXF2 (Cappellari et al., 2004; Cappellari, 2017). We adapt an example pPXF

script for use with spectra from the KOALA instrument. We fit the spectra in each

spatial bin of our data cube using the MILES library of stellar population models

(Vazdekis et al., 2010). The models we use range in age from 0.063 Gyr to 12.59

Gyr (we exclude templates that have ages older than the Universe) and metallicity

[M/H] (which is a measure of the total abundance of metals to hydrogen) from -1.71

to 0.22. An [M/H] of 0 is equivalent to solar metallicity, -1.71 [M/H] is 0.02 Z� and

0.22 [M/H] is 1.58 Z�. Errors could be introduced by the stellar library if there are

imperfections in the stellar templates, or if the ages and metallicities of the templates

are not sampled well enough for our sources.

2Available for download at https://www-astro.physics.ox.ac.uk/~mxc/software/#ppxf.

https://www-astro.physics.ox.ac.uk/~mxc/software/#ppxf
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Table 4.1. Mean line fluxes for the UGC 9215 data cube. The errors were calculated
by adding the line errors on each spatial bin in quadrature and dividing by the square
root of the number of spatial bins to get an approximate error on the mean for each
line.

Line Flux Error Line Flux Error
[10−18 ergs s−1 cm−2] [10−18 ergs s−1 cm−2]

OII 254.1 7.27 OIII 252.27 1.90
Hε 15.6 1.30 OI 14.67 0.96
Hδ 23.04 1.18 NII 92.45 1.13
Hγ 44.67 1.13 Hα 370.86 1.76
Hβ 103.98 1.25 SII 109.59 1.15

We allow the Balmer emission lines and emission line doublets to be

free parameters. By default, only the Balmer lines down to Hδ are fit, but we find

that this causes the Hβ, Hγ and Hδ lines and the continuum around the higher order

Balmer lines to be fit poorly. Therefore, to prevent the higher order Balmer lines

from causing a bias in the continuum fit, we allow pPXF to fit Balmer lines down

to Hθ. The reddening for the stars and gas are applied separately within pPXF; we

allow the stellar reddening to be fit with the Calzetti attenuation law, and do not

assume any reddening law for the gas component, as we want to probe this law with

the Balmer decrement. Additive polynomials of degree 10 are allowed to fix any issues

with calibration; this will help with any lingering problems caused by scattered light

at the very blue end of our wavelength range.

pPXF outputs the velocity and velocity dispersion of the stellar com-

ponent of the spectrum, the weighted age of the stellar population and weighted

metallicity of the templates that make up the best fitting spectrum, and the flux,

flux error, velocity and velocity dispersion of each fitted emission line in the spec-

trum. Visual outputs are also produced for each bin; examples of these are shown in

Figures 4.3-4.5 for bin 0. Figure 4.3 shows the full spectrum fit output from pPXF,

Figure 4.4 shows zoomed in panels of the fits to key emission lines, and Figure 4.5

shows the metallicity and stellar age of the most highly weighted templates pPXF

used to fit the stellar component of the galaxy.

Mean line fluxes and their errors for UGC 9215 are shown in Table 4.1.

Emission line fluxes for the emission lines of interest are shown in Figure 4.6 for all

Voronoi bins. Blank bins show undetected lines. Line doublets are summed together.

These line fluxes will be used in subsequent sections to investigate the properties of

the galaxy.
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Figure 4.3. Output full spectrum fit from pPXF for spatial bin 0 of UGC 9215. The top panel shows the galaxy spectrum in
black, the best fit to the stars and gas in yellow, and the best fit to the stars in red. The bottom panel shows the residuals between
the best fitting model and the galaxy spectrum in green, with the masked residuals in blue. The masked regions are shown in grey
shading in both panels.
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4.2 Investigating the dust law of UGC 9215

As mentioned in Section 4.1.2, we chose not to assume a reddening law

for the gas component when fitting the spectra of UGC 9215, as we wish to probe

this using the Balmer lines and their ratios. We will compare with a model based

on the modified reddening law of Salim et al. (2018), which is a parameterisation of

Calzetti et al. (2000). We will investigate the blue but dusty paradox and determine

if this galaxy deviates from the Calzetti et al. (2000) law.

4.2.1 Modelling the Reddening Law

Our model is as follows. For each spatial bin in our Voronoi binned

data cube, we have measurements of the first four Balmer emission lines: Hα, Hβ,

Hγ and Hδ. These emission line measurements will include some unknown amount of

reddening; we designate these observed fluxes Fobs,i, where i = 1,4 and Hα is Fobs,1,

Hβ is Fobs,2, Hγ is Fobs,3 and Hδ is Fobs,4.

The intrinsic non-reddened line strengths of each Balmer emission line,

are linked by standard ratios (Storey et al., 1995). We relate these standard ratios to

the pre-reddened fluxes, Fi, using an unknown normalising flux, F , and four constants,

ai, with the following equation:

ai =
Fi
F
. (4.2)

For convenience we set one of these ratios to be 1, and set the other three constants

using the values for an electron density of 102 cm−3 and a temperature of 10,000 K

from Groves et al. (2012). These constants are shown in Table 4.2. The attenuation,

Ai, of each line is given by:

Ai = k(λi)× E, (4.3)

where E is the unknown E(B−V ) reddening, in magnitudes, of the spatial bin being

modelled, and k(λi) is the modified Salim et al. (2018) reddening law, evaluated at

the wavelength λi. This is given by:

k(λi) = kCal(λi)
RV

RV,Cal

(
λi

5500Å

)δ
, (4.4)

where δ is the modified slope of the Calzetti reddening law, kCal(λi) is the Calzetti

reddening law and RV and RV,Cal are the ratios of total to selective extinction for

the Salim and Calzetti laws respectively. The equation used to derive RV is given in

Section 1.3. We use the Salim et al. (2018) value of 4.05 for RV,Cal. We do not include
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Figure 4.4. Examples of emission line fits from pPXF for spatial bin 0 of UGC 9215.
The black line shows the galaxy spectrum, the yellow line shows the best fit to the
gas and stars, and the red line shows the best fit to the stars.
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Figure 4.5. Output template weights from pPXF for spatial bin 0 of UGC 9215,
indicating the combination of Vazdekis et al. (2010) templates which best represent
the KOALA spectrum for this spatial bin.

a term for the strength of the UV bump in Equation 4.4 as our wavelength range

does not extend far enough into the UV to constrain a UV bump with our model.

This model gives us three unknowns: the normalising flux F , the red-

dening E, and the modified slope δ. We then have our four measurements; the

observed fluxes for each spatial bin, Fobs,1, Fobs,2, Fobs,3 and Fobs,4. To solve for the

unknowns, we need to calculate the reddened fluxes within our model, Fred,i:

Fred,i = Fi × 10−0.4Ai = Fai × 10−0.4Ek(λi,δ). (4.5)

We then vary F , E and δ, performing a χ2 minimisation, where the χ2 is given by:

χ2 =
∑
i

(Fobs,i − Fred,i)
2

σ2
i

, (4.6)

where σi is the error on the observed flux, Fobs,i. This process is performed for every

spatial bin in the data cube of UGC 9215, such that we obtain the best fitting values

of F , E and δ for all bins.
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Figure 4.6. Fitted line flux values from pPXF for all spatial bins of UGC 9215.
Each panel shows an emission line of interest from our galaxy spectrum.
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Table 4.2. Constants ai which encode the standard Balmer line ratios for Hα, Hβ,
Hγ and Hδ in order from a1 to a4. The values shown relate to an electron density of
102 cm−3 and a temperature of 10,000 K (Groves et al., 2012).

Constant ai Value

a1 1.000
a2 0.350
a3 0.164
a4 0.091

4.2.2 Fitting F, E and δ

We apply the model described above within Python, using the lmfit

package to perform the minimisation process. We apply some constraints to the values

of F , E and δ to make sure the values produced make physical sense. For F , we set the

minimum value allowed to be zero, such that we do not produce negative fluxes. We

set the same constraint for E, as a negative value of reddening is similarly unphysical.

Finally, for δ, we set a minimum value of -5.0, to prevent anything more extreme being

fit. We also set a maximum value of 0.7, which is the point at which the reddening

curve begins to turn over and produce bluer fluxes (as discussed in Section 1.3.3),

which is again unphysical. We use the confidence interval functionality in lmfit to

avoid dealing with edge effects caused by the constraints on the parameters.

The best fitting parameters for each bin are shown in Figure 4.7. The

gray bins show where the model fit was unconstrained. Most bins are constrained

in F and E, however, the constraint on δ is poor. The bulge region seems to be

where the model has the most success with constraining a value of δ; it mainly varies

between approximately -1 and 0.7 in this region. The lack of constraint on δ is not

surprising; we have three variables, and only 4 data points per bin, so there is only

one degree of freedom in the model fit.

4.2.3 Fitting F and E, and keeping δ fixed

To try and obtain a more accurate constraint on the value of δ for this

galaxy, we reduce the number of free parameters from 3 to 2, and keep δ fixed in each

fit. We then perform the fit many times, varying the set value of δ, and summing the

χ2 over all bins. We then find the value of δ which minimises the total χ2. We vary

δ between -5.0 and 0.7. We keep the same constraints on F and E as we had for the

three parameter fit. The resulting distribution of total χ2 values for various values

of δ is shown in Figure 4.8; the value of δ that minimises the total χ2 of all of the
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Figure 4.7. Results for each spatial bin from modelling the reddening law of UGC
9215 with three parameters: F , E and δ. The best fitting value for each parameter is
shown in the left panels, and the 1σ error is shown in the right panels. Gray spatial
bins show where the model fit was poorly constrained for the parameter in question.
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Figure 4.8. Distribution of total χ2 with δ for the two parameter fit with our
reddening law model. The value of δ that minimises the total χ2 here is -0.25.

spatial bins is -0.25. The fitted values of F and E for this best value of δ are shown

in Figure 4.9; F and E are constrained more successfully now that the model is only

having to fit 2 parameters instead of 3.

4.2.4 What does the attenuation curve of UGC 9215 tell

us?

We look back at the paradoxical properties that define the BADGRS to

try and understand what these results might be telling us about UGC 9215. Two of

the defining features of the BADGRS are their high dust masses, and their bright UV

emission; they are blue but dusty. They are also found to have low dust temperatures,

despite this bright UV emission; they are hot but cold. Where there are large amounts

of dust, we expect to see UV emission being attenuated strongly, however, this is not

the case for the BADGRS. Looking at Figure 4.9, UGC 9215 has very low values

of reddening, E, for the majority of the KOALA field of view, with values ranging

between 0 and 0.15 mag. Only in the central bulge does the value of E reach higher

values of 0.2 to 0.25 mag. This seems to correlate well with the fact that there is a

large amount of UV emission coming from this galaxy.

The best value of δ for UGC 9215 was found to be -0.25; an example of
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Figure 4.9. Results for parameters F and E from our reddening law model for each
spatial bin when we set δ = -0.25. The values of F and E are shown in the left panels,
and the 1σ errors are shown in the right panels. Gray bins show areas where the fit
was unconstrained.
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what this attenuation curve looks like is shown in Figure 4.10 as the black solid line.

This value of δ is in line with the range of δ values found by Salim et al. (2018) for

their sample of over 200,000 local galaxies; they find that δ varies between -0.9 (the

blue dotted line in Figure 4.10) and 0 (the red dot-dashed line in Figure 4.10). With

a stellar mass of 9.31+0.14
−0.04 log10 M� and a specific star formation rate of -9.55+0.04

−0.15

log10 yr−1 (De Vis et al., 2017a), UGC 9215 has a higher value of δ, and therefore a

shallower attenuation curve, than galaxies with similar properties found in the Salim

et al. (2018) sample, which are expected to have a δ between -0.6 and -0.5 (see the top

left panel of Figure 3 in Salim et al., 2018). The attenuation curve for a galaxy with

the same properties as UGC 9215 from the Salim et al. (2018) sample is shown in

the yellow shaded region of Figure 4.10. This yellow shaded region also encompasses

the range in errors of the stellar mass and sSFR. The attenuation curve derived for

UGC 9215 is therefore steeper than that of Calzetti et al. (2000), but is still relatively

shallow when compared with the SMC and the results of Salim et al. (2018). This

shallow attenuation curve again seems to correlate well with the low reddening and

high amounts of UV emission of this galaxy.

As discussed in Section 1.3.2, there are several mechanisms that are

thought to affect the slope of the attenuation curve in a galaxy. Of particular interest

to the paradoxical nature of the BADGRS is the role of dust content and geometry

in shaping the attenuation curve. A shallow attenuation curve can be an indication

of a more complex, clumpy dust geometry in galaxies. A shallow attenuation curve

can also indicate a galaxy which is in the high optical depth limit in terms of dust

content, with the UV dominated by radiation from unobscured OB stars outside of

regions where τ ≥ 1. Either of these mechanisms could be the cause of the shallow

attenuation curve that we find for UGC 9215, or it could be caused by a combination

of both of these mechanisms. For example, a galaxy could be both in the high AV

limit, and possess a clumpy dust geometry, resulting in clumpy high AV regions which

obscure the stars within them, whilst also resulting in transparent regions, allowing

light from exposed OB stars to easily escape.

We know that the BADGRS are star-forming. They possess high gas

fractions (fg = 0.7 for UGC 9215, Dunne et al., 2018), indicating that they have

plenty of fuel for star formation. They are also very blue, with high amounts of

UV emission, which would not be possible without a current or recent burst of star

formation. The stellar mass and sSFR of UGC 9215 also place it approximately on

the galaxy main sequence according to Figure 3 of Salim et al. (2018). The BADGRS

also have high dust masses. Considering these properties, and the derived shallow

attenuation curve of UGC 9215, it seems likely that the dust in UGC 9215 is existing
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in a clumpy geometry, given the lack of attenuation that is seen despite the high dust

mass. These clumpy regions could also exist in the high AV limit, however, we are

not able to disentangle this information by using the derived attenuation curve alone.

These findings therefore go some way to explaining the two paradoxes:

blue but dusty and hot but cold. The shallow attenuation curve of UGC 9215, along

with its high dust mass and large amount of UV radiation, indicates we may be

catching this galaxy at a stage where it has regions which are transparent to UV

radiation, with a high fraction of unobscured OB stars and a clumpy dust geometry.

In this scenario, these properties are not paradoxical at all, and are just a natural

consequence for a galaxy that is dusty and actively forming stars. Similarly, with the

dust in a clumpy geometry, light will only interact with the surface of these clumps,

resulting in colder average dust temperatures. These seemingly paradoxical properties

of the BADGRS may simply be a consequence of the stage of evolution these galaxies

are currently in. Clark et al. (2015) used a chemical and dust evolution model to

show that the HAPLESS, especially those that were classified as BADGRS, seemed

to be in an earlier stage of converting their gas into stars. With a gas fraction of

0.7, UGC 9215 is placed close to the peak of its dust mass within the Clark et al.

(2015) model, and is at an earlier stage of evolution compared to the Milky Way.

Perhaps a shallow attenuation curve is another common property of galaxies in this

stage of their evolution; repeating this study with the other BADGRS in the pilot

sample of Dunne et al. (2018) would help in understanding this further, as the range

in gas fractions (0.44 to 0.97, Dunne et al., 2018) place them at different points on

the evolutionary track of Clark et al. (2015).

4.2.5 Obtaining a dust mass from attenuation

We now describe how we obtain an approximate dust mass from the

attenuation in UGC 9215, which we will compare to the value of dust mass obtained

from photometry. We will obtain our dust mass through the calculation of optical

depth from the Balmer emission lines, which we used above to obtain our attenuation

curve.

Our method is as follows. We use Equation 2 of Calzetti et al. (1994),

to calculate the difference in optical depth, ταi, between the Hα line, and another

Balmer line, Hi, where i = (β, γ, δ):

ταi = τi − τα = ln

(
Hα/Hi

rαi

)
, (4.7)
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Figure 4.10. Example attenuation curves created using the modified Calzetti law of
Salim et al. (2018). The starburst attenuation law of Calzetti et al. (2000) is shown in
the red dot-dashed line, with a δ of 0. The best fitting attenuation law for UGC 9215
is shown in the solid black line, with a δ of -0.25. An SMC-like attenuation curve
is shown in the green dashed line, which has a δ of -0.45 (Salim et al., 2018). The
steepest curve found for the Salim et al. (2018) sample is shown in the blue dotted
line, with a δ of -0.9. The shaded yellow region shows the attenuation curve that
a galaxy with the same stellar mass and specific star formation rate as UGC 9215
would have in the Salim et al. (2018) sample, including the range in error on the
stellar mass and sSFR.
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Figure 4.11. Figure 3.2 from Whittet (2002), which shows results from Mie theory
calculations for spherical dust grains. The dimensionless size parameter, X, is plotted
against the extinction efficiency factor, Qext.

where Hα/Hi is the observed ratio of Hα flux to the flux of Balmer line Hi, and rαi is

the intrinsic flux ratio of Hα flux to the flux of Balmer line Hi. We will then use the

following equation from Salim et al. (2020) to obtain a column density of dust, Nd:

Nd =
ταi

Qext(λi)πa2
, (4.8)

where a is the size of a dust grain, andQext(λi) is the extinction efficiency factor, or the

ratio of the extinction cross section to the geometric cross section, at the wavelength

λi. To obtain Qext at the wavelengths of Hβ, Hγ and Hδ, we first calculate the size

parameter, X, given by:

X(λi) =
2πa

λi
. (4.9)

We then use Figure 4.11 from Whittet (2002) and our values of X to find the appro-

priate values of Qext. These values are listed in Table 4.3.

To convert our column density into a dust mass, we obtain the dust

mass surface density, Σ:

Σ = NdV ρ

= Nd
3

4
πa3ρ,

(4.10)

where V is the volume of a dust grain, which we assume are spherical, and ρ is the

density of a dust grain. We choose a value of 0.1 µm for the dust grain size, a, as
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scattering in the visible wavelength range indicates that grains vary in size between

0.1 µm and 0.3 µm (Whittet, 2002). We use a value of 3 g cm−3 for the dust grain

density, as this is an approximate mean density between that of amorphous silicates

and carbonaceous grains (Draine et al., 2007). Finally, we obtain the dust mass using

the following equation:

Mdust = ΣA

=
3
4
aρταiA

Qext(λi)
,

(4.11)

where A is the physical area of the galaxy observed by the KOALA field, which we

calculate by multiplying the angular size of the KOALA field by the distance to the

galaxy squared. As discussed in Section 1.4.1, the KOALA field of view for wide field

mode is 27.4′′ × 50.6′′. However, due to the dither pattern used when observing UGC

9215, this field of view expands by approximately 2′′ in each direction. Therefore, we

round up the dimensions of the original field of view, and add 4′′ to each side, making

the final field of view 32′′ × 55′′, with an angular size of 1760 square arcseconds. The

calculated values for τ̄ and Mdust are shown in the final two columns of Table 4.3.

To obtain τ̄ , we calculate the difference in optical depth for each spatial bin using

Equation 4.7, and then take the mean of these values to obtain an average optical

depth for the KOALA field of view. The resulting dust masses are almost identical,

which suggests small random errors.

We want to compare our calculated dust masses from the attenuation in

UGC 9215 with the dust mass obtained in De Vis et al. (2017a), estimated by fitting

the SED to the panchromatic photometry using the magphys algorithm (da Cunha

et al., 2008). This was found to be 6.95+0.09
−0.10 log10 M� for the whole galaxy. However,

to compare our attenuation dust mass for the KOALA field with the photometric dust

mass like for like, we need to know what portion of the dust mass measured by De Vis

et al. (2017a) sits within the KOALA field of view. To get an approximation of this,

we use the 250µm SPIRE image, which we obtain using the H-ATLAS cutout server

(Herschel Astrophysical Terahertz Large Area Survey Cutouts 2021); the KOALA

field of view is plotted over the top of the 250µm SPIRE image in Figure 4.12. We

calculate the amount of 250 µm flux in the KOALA field of view, and then take the

ratio of this to the total amount of 250µm flux in the cutout shown in Figure 4.12; we

can do this as we use the background subtracted and filtered 250 µm SPIRE image, so

all significant flux in the image will be coming from the galaxy. The ratio of 250 µm

flux in the KOALA field compared to total 250µm flux for the galaxy is 0.4. The

dust mass estimated from the IR in the KOALA field is therefore 6.55 log10 M�.
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Figure 4.12. Herschel SPIRE 250 µm image of UGC 9215, obtained from the H-
ATLAS cutout server (Herschel Astrophysical Terahertz Large Area Survey Cutouts
2021). The orange box shows the position of the KOALA field of view, of size 32′′ ×
55′′, used to calculate the proportion of the dust mass that resides within it.

We calculate three values of dust mass from the attenuation, using the

different Balmer line ratios: Hα/Hβ, Hα/Hγ and Hα/Hδ. These are 5.8, 5.9 and 5.9

log10 M� respectively, roughly in agreement with one another, indicating that the dust

mass from attenuation is approximately 5.9 log10 M�. This is more than 4 times lower

than the value found from the photometry. This correlates well with the hypothesis

that UGC 9215 has dust existing in a clumpy geometry. When observed with IR

bands, all of the dust, regardless of geometry will be detected, therefore the dust

mass obtained from photometry will give a more complete picture of the dust mass

in UGC 9215. The dust mass measurement from attenuation will only be complete

if all of the dust within the KOALA field of view is interacting with the light being

emitted from stars in some capacity. The attenuation curve and UV photometry of

UGC 9215 indicates the presence of unobscured OB stars, which have cleared their

surroundings and created an inhomogeneous dust geometry, making the light from

them less likely to interact with the dust. Therefore, a clumpy dust geometry would

lead to a lower dust mass from attenuation.

However, we treat this with caution. Assumptions were made in the

calculation of the dust mass from the attenuation in UGC 9215, and could be re-

sponsible for the disparity between that value and that derived from photometry. We

only consider a single grain size of 0.1 µm, when it is known that grain size varies
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(Kim et al., 1994b; Kim et al., 1994a). If the grain size is larger, or the efficiency

factor smaller, then the dust mass from attenuation would increase. Certain sizes of

grain are more efficient at attenuating certain wavelengths of light; by considering

the attenuation in the visible spectrum only, we may miss a portion of the dust mass

which is more efficient at attenuating UV light, for example, grains that are less than

0.04 µm in size (Whittet, 2002). The equation we use to calculate our optical depth,

from Calzetti et al. (1994), assumes a uniform screen of dust between the source and

observer, which may not be the case within the spatial bins of UGC 9215, especially

if our hypothesis of a clumpy dust geometry is correct.

We also note that using the 250 µm SPIRE image to calculate the ratio

of the dust mass within the KOALA field of view to the total galaxy will not give

an accurate result if the average temperature in the KOALA field of view differs

compared to the entire galaxy; a higher average temperature in the KOALA field

of view will lead to a lower value of dust mass. Dust mass, Mdust, is related to the

blackbody function, B(λ, Tdust), which is a function of the dust temperature, Tdust,

and emitting wavelength, λ:

Mdust ∝
1

B(λ, Tdust)

∝ λ5

2hc2

(
exp

(
hc

λkBTdust

)
− 1

)
,

(4.12)

where h is the Planck constant, c is the speed of light and kB is the Boltzmann con-

stant. We use this relation, and the ratio of the dust mass from the IR to the dust

mass obtained from attenuation for the KOALA field to see what change in temper-

ature within the KOALA field at 250µm is necessary to account for the difference in

dust mass. We find that the average cold dust temperature in the KOALA field of

view would need to be 29.9+2.3
−4.0 K to produce a dust mass of 5.9 log10 M�, compared

to an average of 17.4+0.9
−1.5 K for the whole galaxy. For the HiGH, HAPLESS and

HRS samples, De Vis et al. (2017a) find that cold dust temperature varies between

12 K and 26 K. Our estimated temperature lies within this range (within error), and

therefore the difference in temperature between our estimate for the KOALA field

compared with the whole galaxy could account for our observed difference in dust

mass. However, this temperature does lie at the upper end of this range.
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Table 4.3. Parameters and results from the calculation of a dust mass for the UGC
9215 KOALA field using the Balmer emission lines. The values for rαi correspond
to an electron density of 102 cm−3 and a temperature of 10,000 K (Groves et al.,
2012). The values of Qext were obtained using the values of X, calculated using
Equation 4.9, and Figure 4.11. The values of τ̄ were obtained by taking the mean
value of the optical depth for all spatial bins in the KOALA data cube. The values of
Mdust were calculated using Equation 4.11, assuming spherical dust grains with size
0.1 µm and density 3 g cm−3.

Balmer Line, Hi λ [Å] rαi X Qext τ̄ Mdust [log10 M�]

Hβ 4861 2.86 1.29 0.7 0.16 5.8
Hγ 4340 6.12 1.45 0.85 0.22 5.9
Hδ 4101 11.08 1.53 1.0 0.27 5.9

4.3 Investigating the stellar populations of UGC

9215

We now move on to take a brief look at some of the features in the very

blue end of the spectra in UGC 9215, to investigate what they indicate about the

stellar population of several regions within the galaxy. The strength of the Balmer

absorption lines and the strength of the 4000�A break are strong indicators of the

age of the population (Wild et al., 2007), therefore we shall focus on the wavelength

range from 3700�A to 4150�A.

We have chosen three areas within UGC 9215 to focus on, these are

indicated in the map in Figure 4.13. We study two areas within the bulge, which we

dub the upper and lower bulge, and a large HII region within the spiral arm. We

choose several bins in each of these regions, and obtain an average spectrum from

each of them; these are shown in Figure 4.14. The average properties of these regions

are shown in Table 4.4. We choose to examine these regions because they each exhibit

different spectral shapes, and are also high signal regions. We will compare our spectra

with the study of Rowlands et al. (2018), who performed principal component analysis

using the strength of the 4000�A break and Balmer absorption lines, on a sample of

2404 MaNGA galaxies to assess their star formation histories.

The top panel of Figure 4.14 shows the average spectrum from the

lower bulge. This spectrum displays strong emission lines, with clear emission in the

Balmer series down to H10 at approximately 3800�A. There is also clear Balmer ab-

sorption features around the emission lines. This spectrum is most reminiscent of the

example starburst spectrum in Figure 3 of Rowlands et al. (2018). The middle panel

of Figure 4.14 shows the average spectrum from the upper bulge. This spectrum has
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far less emission in the Balmer series than that of the lower bulge spectrum; only the

emission in Hδ rises above the depth of the absorption feature it sits within, how-

ever, it does present similar absorption lines. This spectrum seems to be somewhere

between the starburst spectra of Rowlands et al. (2018) and the post-starburst and

star-forming spectra. The emission lines are weaker than a starburst, but the spec-

trum shows very little evidence of a 4000�A break; perhaps a region which is in the

process of transitioning out of a starburst? The final panel of Figure 4.14 shows the

average spectrum from the HII region in the spiral arm of UGC 9215. This spectrum

displays far fewer features; there is some evidence of absorption features around the

Balmer emission lines, but the emission lines are the dominating component. The

lack of strong absorption features suggests a stellar component dominated by young

OB stars, which have narrow and weak absorption features (Walborn et al., 1990).

We also examine the weighting of the Vazdekis et al. (2010) stellar

templates for a spatial bin in each region we identify in Figure 4.13. Spatial bin 3,

which in the lower bulge region, is shown in the top panel of Figure 4.15, spatial

bin 135, which is from the upper bulge region, is shown in the bottom panel of

Figure 4.15, and bin 280, from the HII region, is shown in Figure 4.16. The weight

map for the lower bulge region shows that the best fitting model for the stars in

this bin has contribution from a wide range of templates, with particularly highly

weighted templates in two regions; templates with ages of approximately 8.7 log(yr)

and 0.22 [M/H] (1.58 Z�), and templates with ages of approximately 10.1 log(yr)

and -1.71 [M/H] (0.02 Z�). The weight map for the upper bulge region shows a

similar wide range of templates contributing to the best fitting stellar spectrum, but

shows only one region with particularly high weights, where templates have an age

of approximately 10.1 log(yr) and 0.22 [M/H] (1.58 Z�). The weight map for the

HII region, by contrast, shows a far clearer separation of the most highly weighted

templates into two populations; templates with ages of approximately 8.5 log(yr) and

high [M/H], and templates with ages of approximately 10.1 log(yr) and high [M/H].

In summary, the upper bulge has an old, high metallicity population;

the lower bulge has an old, low metallicity population and a young, high metallicity

population; and the HII region has young and old high metallicity populations. It

is surprising to see such a high weighting to older stellar templates in the HII re-

gion, considering the appearance of the spectrum and its lack of absorption features,

however the strength of the gas emission lines may be dominating the spectrum’s ap-

pearance. It is also surprising that the lower bulge does not have a similar old, high

metallicity population that the upper bulge has, considering that they are both bulge

regions. We could be seeing indications of real differences in the stellar populations,
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Figure 4.13. Voronoi binned map of UGC 9215. Regions of interest are indicated
with the black and white circles. The two black circles indicate two regions within
the bulge, dubbed upper and lower bulge. The white circle indicates a HII region
within the spiral arm of the galaxy.

but there could also be some degeneracy between the age and metallicities within the

weight maps.

We can again look back here at the paradoxes that define the BADGRS.

One of these paradoxes is that these galaxies appear young but old, with their blue

colours and high gas fractions, whilst also having reasonably metal rich central regions

and high dust masses. Looking at the spectra from UGC 9215 in Figure 4.14, there

are clearly regions of intense star formation within the galaxy, whilst there is also

evidence of regions where there are populations of older stars. Perhaps UGC 9215 is

going through a current starburst period, but has had previous bouts of star formation

which have built up the metals in the centre of the galaxy. A more in depth study

of the stellar populations for UGC 9215 and the rest of the pilot BADGRS sample

would be necessary to fully understand this paradox.
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Figure 4.14. Average spectra for bins from the UGC 9215 data cube in the three
regions indicated in Figure 4.13. The top panel shows the spectrum from the lower
bulge region, the middle panel shows the upper bulge region, and the bottom panel
shows a HII region. We focus on the spectrum between 3700�A and 4150�A to clearly
show any features from the stellar population in these regions.
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Figure 4.15. Output template weights from pPXF for spatial bin 3 (from the lower
bulge, top panel) and spatial bin 135 (from the upper bulge, bottom panel), indicating
the best combination of Vazdekis et al. (2010) templates to fit the spectra in these
bins.
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Figure 4.16. Output template weights from pPXF for spatial bin 280 (from the HII
region), indicating the best combination of Vazdekis et al. (2010) templates to fit the
spectrum in this bin.

Table 4.4. Mean properties for the lower bulge, upper bulge and HII region. The
age and metallicity [M/H] are the weighted values from the Vazdekis et al. (2010)
templates, averaged over the bins considered in these regions. The line strengths
are obtained from the pPXF fits to each bin, and again are averaged over the bins
considered in the three regions listed.

Age [log(yr)] [M/H] Hβ Hδ OII OIII
[10−18 ergs s−1 cm−2]

Lower Bulge 9.29 -0.59 441.89 91.23 875.90 1314.85
Upper Bulge 9.34 -0.43 147.06 33.42 402.44 265.75
HII Region 9.42 -0.29 101.97 21.80 264.63 360.66
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4.4 Investigating the excitation and metallic-

ity of UGC 9215

We now take a brief look at the excitation and metallicity of UGC

9215, using the emission lines derived in Section 4.1.2 using pPXF. We examine several

metallicity indicators, following the empirical indicators used in De Vis (2016). These

are the N2 and O3N2 indicators of Pettini et al. (2004), the R23 indicator of Leonid S.

Pilyugin et al. (2005), and the PG16R and PG16S indicators of L. S. Pilyugin et al.

(2016). We also evaluate the ionisation parameter, P, from Leonid S. Pilyugin et al.

(2005).

The calculated excitation parameter and metallicity indicators for UGC

9215 are shown in Figure 4.17. The excitation parameter map shows areas of ion-

isation in the spiral arms and parts of the bulge; the lower bulge in particular has

two areas of high ionisation which matches the region that possessed spectral features

consistent with a starburst in Section 4.3. The maps of the N2 and O3N2 indicators

are very similar, and show sensitivity to the excitation parameter. There appears

to be a systematic offset between these two indicators, with the N2 indicator being

higher by approximately 0.1 12 + log(O/H) than O3N2. The R23 indicator shows a

high sensitivity to the excitation parameter, with very low values of 12 + log(O/H)

when compared to the same regions in the other metallicity maps. The PG16 indi-

cators both show a relatively smooth gradient across the KOALA field of view, and

both show no signs of correlation with the excitation parameter. However, the R and

S indicators also show a systematic offset, with the R indicator being approximately

0.15 12 + log(O/H) higher than the S indicator. Overall, there is a lack of consistency

between the metallicity indicators used here, with both the structure within the maps

and the overall values of 12 + log(O/H) differing greatly.

We can think back to the paradoxical properties of the BADGRS, and

the final paradox, metal rich but CO poor. Investigating the CO emission is beyond

the scope of this work, however, we have been able to map the spatially resolved

metallicity, which was not possible with the single fibre spectra available for this

source. However, due to the lack of consistency between the metallicity indicators,

further work will also be needed to understand which of these indicators would be

best for studying the BADGRS metallicities in detail.
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Figure 4.17. Maps for a selection of metallicity and excitation indicators for UGC
9215. We show the N2 and O3N2 indicators from Pettini et al. (2004), the parameter
P and R23 indicator from Leonid S. Pilyugin et al. (2005), and the PG16R and PG16S
indicators from L. S. Pilyugin et al. (2016). All metallicity indicators are given in
terms of 12 + log(O/H).
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4.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have investigated the properties of one of the main

sample of BADGRS, UGC 9215, using the reduced and calibrated KOALA IFU data

cube. To obtain a consistent signal to noise across the data cube, we performed

Voronoi binning, resulting in 304 spatial bins. The spectra in each of these spatial

bins was fit with the software pPXF to obtain emission lines fluxes for the important

emission lines within the KOALA wavelength range.

We first use the fitted Balmer emission lines, Hα, Hβ, Hγ and Hδ, to

investigate the dust attenuation law of UGC 9215. We apply a model using these

fluxes to obtain a value for the slope, δ, of the modified Calzetti reddening law of

Salim et al. (2018). δ was found to be -0.25 for UGC 9215 when all spatial bins

were considered together. This is steeper than the Calzetti et al. (2000) starburst

attenuation curve, but is still shallow when compared with the results of Salim et

al. (2018). A shallow attenuation curve can indicate a clumpy dust geometry, a

high fraction of unobscured OB stars and areas that have become transparent to

UV emission; this could go some way to explaining the blue but dusty and hot but

cold BADGRS. We also use the Balmer emission lines to calculate a dust mass from

the attenuation in UGC 9215, and compare this to a value calculated by De Vis et

al. (2017b) using the SED fitting software magphys da Cunha et al. (2008) on the

panchromatic photometry of UGC 9215, scaled for the KOALA field of view. We find

a lower dust mass from attenuation than from photometry, which fits well with the

hypothesis of a clumpy dust geometry, resulting in areas where light does not interact

with the dust in UGC 9215.

We take a brief look at two of the other paradoxes of the BADGRS

using the IFU data for UGC 9215; young but old and metal rich but CO poor. For the

former paradox, we study the spectra in the very blue end of the KOALA wavelength

range for several different high signal regions in the UGC 9215 data cube, looking

at their features to get an idea of their star formation histories. We also look at the

weighting of stellar templates from Vazdekis et al. (2010) that make up the best fitting

spectrum to the stellar component of these regions. Some regions exhibit clear signs

of a current or recent starburst, but there are also indications of older populations of

stars. For the latter paradox, we use the emission lines fitted from pPXF to examine

the excitation and metallicity of UGC 9215 with indicators from Pettini et al. (2004),

Leonid S. Pilyugin et al. (2005), and L. S. Pilyugin et al. (2016). We find a lack of

consistency between the chosen metallicity indicators, therefore further work will be

needed to understand which indicator is best for studying the BADGRS.
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Conclusions

“[She] had reached [her] goal. [She] had climbed the unclimbable mountain.”

Inheritance, Christopher Paolini

In this Thesis, we obtain integral field spectroscopy of a pilot sample of Blue And

Dusty Gas-Rich Sources, or BADGRS, discovered in the first dust-selected survey

from the Herschel ATLAS. These sources make up more than 50% of the local H-

ATLAS volume, have lower average dust temperatures andMH2/Md ratios, and higher

average dust-to-stellar mass ratios when compared to other local galaxies with similar

metallicities. The properties of the BADGRS provide a mystery that can be sum-

marised with four paradoxes: blue but dusty, they have bright UV emission despite

having high dust masses; hot but cold, they have lower than average dust temperatures

despite their bright UV emission; young but old, they have blue colours and high gas

fractions, indicating that they are young, whilst also having lots of dust emission and

being reasonably metal rich, indications of an older population; metal rich but CO

poor, they have low amounts of H2 with respect to their dust content, despite being

reasonably metal rich in their central regions. We attempt with this Thesis to shed

light on these paradoxical properties, with particular emphasis on the first.

In Chapter 2, we introduce the pilot sample of BADGRS studied in

this Thesis and describe the data obtained for these sources from the KOALA IFU.

The four sources that make up the pilot sample of BADGRS are NGC 5584, NGC

5496, UGC 9215 and UGC 9299. These galaxies were chosen in Dunne et al. (2018)

to provide a representative sample of BADGRS to study in further detail, on the

basis that their stellar mass, gas fraction, morphology and FUV −KS colour spans

the full range of the parent sample. Integral field spectroscopy of this pilot sample
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of BADGRS was obtained using the KOALA IFU on the Anglo-Australian Telescope

across two observing runs, which took place over the 28th April – 1st May 2016 and

the 21st – 23rd May 2017, covering a wavelength range from 3700�A to 5700�A in the

blue end of the optical, and from 6200�A to 7200�A in the red end of the optical.

All of the planned observations of the BADGRS pilot sample were completed with

a total exposure time of at least 3.33 hours, which was the original target time.

Total exposure times were increased if there were poor weather conditions during the

observing time. We also obtain integral field spectroscopy for three ancillary targets,

NGC 0007, NGC 7361 and NGC 4030, which were observed when the BADGRS were

not visible in the sky.

In Chapter 3, we describe the data reduction and calibration process

for the KOALA IFU data obtained for the pilot sample of BADGRS and ancillary

targets. Some of the steps in the process were carried out using software and scripts

provided by the AAO KOALA team, whilst the other steps were created as part of

this Thesis. Additional steps in the pipeline were included, and adaptations were

made to some of the AAO scripts, to ensure we obtained the highest quality final

data products.

In Chapter 4, we analyse the KOALA IFU data of one of the pilot

BADGRS, UGC 9215, with their paradoxical properties in mind. To ensure a con-

sistent signal across the field of view for UGC 9215, we apply Voronoi binning to the

KOALA data cube, resulting in 304 spatial bins of varying sizes. We run the spectral

fitting software pPXF on each spatial bin, and obtain emission line fluxes from OII

at approximately 3727�A down to SII at approximately 6720�A.

We first investigated the dust attenuation law of UGC 9215. We applied

a model using the measurements of the first four Balmer emission lines and the

intrinsic Balmer line ratios to constrain the slope, δ, of the Salim et al. (2018) modified

reddening law for each spatial bin in UGC 9215. We found a poor constraint on δ when

considered each spatial bin individually, so we applied the model to the KOALA field

as a whole, and found a best fitting δ value of -0.25. This resulted in an attenuation

curve steeper than the starburst curve of Calzetti et al. (2000), but quite shallow

when compared to similar galaxies in the sample investigated by Salim et al. (2018).

A shallow attenuation curve can indicate a more complex, clumpy dust geometry. It

can also indicate, in galaxies that are dusty and forming stars, the presence of a high

fraction of unobscured OB stars and regions where the galaxy has become transparent

to UV radiation. This finding may indicate that the blue but dusty and hot but cold

BADGRS are just being caught in a stage of their evolution where they have lots of

clumpy dust, and regions that are transparent to the UV radiation of the young OB
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stars present.

We also estimate a dust mass for UGC 9215 from its attenuation, using

the ratios of the observed Balmer emission lines to calculate an optical depth. We

then compare this dust mass from attenuation to that calculated by De Vis et al.

(2017a) by fitting the SED to the panchromatic photometry of UGC 9215 using the

magphys algorithm (da Cunha et al., 2008). Assuming spherical dust grains of size

0.1 µm and density 3 g cm−3, we find a dust mass of approximately 5.9 log10 M�

from the attenuation in UGC 9215, compared with a value of 6.55 log10 M� from

photometry. The lower value of dust mass from attenuation could strengthen the

hypothesis that there is clumpy dust present in UGC 9215, as the attenuation will

only detect dust that is interacting with the light being emitted from the stars in the

galaxy, whereas the dust mass from photometry is sensitive to thermal emission from

all of the dust content. However, these results are subject to significant uncertainties

due to unknown dust parameters required in our calculation.

We briefly investigate the stellar populations in UGC 9215. We se-

lected regions of the galaxy in the bulge and spiral arm to study the spectrum in the

wavelength range 3700�A to 4150�A, comparing the strength of the Balmer absorption

lines and 4000�A break to the study of Rowlands et al. (2018). We find a region in

the bulge and a HII region in the spiral arm that exhibit signs of a current or recent

starburst, whereas another region in the bulge suggests it may be transitioning to

post-starburst or star-forming. We also study the weighting of the templates from

Vazdekis et al. (2010) that make up the best fitting stellar spectrum for these regions

from pPXF. These suggest that there are older populations of stars present in the

starburst regions. Considering the young but old paradox, we suggest that perhaps

UGC 9215 is going through a current starburst period, but has had previous bouts

of star formation, building up the metals in this galaxy. More in depth study of this

paradox is needed to fully understand it.

Finally, we use the derived emission line fluxes to examine the excitation

and metallicity of UGC 9215. We map the excitation and metallicity using indicators

from Pettini et al. (2004), Leonid S. Pilyugin et al. (2005) and L. S. Pilyugin et al.

(2016). We find areas of high ionisation in the bulge and spiral arm, consistent with

the starburst regions detected in UGC 9215. However, we find a lack of consistency

between the metallicity indicators used within this work. Further work will be needed

to understand which of these indicators will be best to use for a detailed study of the

metallicity within the BADGRS. The IFU data available for the BADGRS as a result

of this Thesis can be used alongside studies of the CO from Dunne et al. (2018) to

fully understand the metal rich but CO poor paradox.
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In future, this work should be extended to include the other sources

within the pilot sample of BADGRS using the available KOALA data cubes, to see

whether they also exhibit shallow attenuation curves. The ancillary targets can be

used as a point of comparison, in particular NGC 4030; this source was a part of the

HAPLESS and therefore has the same suite of data available for it as the BADGRS,

but was not classified as one of the BADGRS. Further study is needed into the latter

two paradoxes of the BADGRS, young but old and metal rich but CO poor. Applying

the principal component analysis technique of Rowlands et al. (2018) to all of the

spectra available for each of the pilot sample of BADGRS would give a far better

understanding of the stellar populations within these sources. The data for these

sources from the KOALA IFU can be used alongside planned further studies of the

atomic and molecular gas (Dunne et al., 2018) of the pilot sample of BADGRS, and

hopefully continue to unravel the mystery these galaxies pose.
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Additional Observing Information

Table A.1 shows the full observing log for the KOALA IFU data.

Table A.1. Log of all observations completed of the standard star LTT3218 and
each galaxy target field during the two observing runs, carried out over the 28th April
– 1st May 2016 and 21st – 23rd May 2017. The date, ID number and exposure time in
seconds is given for each observation carried out, along with any notes made on the
observing conditions during the exposure.

Target Field Date ID Exposure [s] Notes

Standard LTT3218 28/04/16 16 120 Clouds moving through

Standard LTT3218 28/04/16 17 120 Mostly fine

Standard LTT3218 29/04/16 27 120 Mostly clear

Standard LTT3218 29/04/16 28 120 Clear

Standard LTT3218 21/05/17 44 120 -

Standard LTT3218 21/05/17 45 120 -

NGC 5584 (TF1) 28/04/16 23 2400 Fine

NGC 5584 (TF1) 28/04/16 25 2400 Fine

NGC 5584 (TF1) 28/04/16 26 2400 Fine

NGC 5584 (TF1) 28/04/16 28 2400 Small, patchy cloud

NGC 5584 (TF1) 28/04/16 29 2400 Small, patchy cloud

NGC 5584 (TF2) 29/04/16 34 1800 Some cloud

NGC 5584 (TF2) 29/04/16 36 1800 Cloudy

NGC 5584 (TF2) 29/04/16 37 1800 Very thick cloud

NGC 5584 (TF2) 29/04/16 38 1800 Slightly clearer

NGC 5584 (TF2) 29/04/16 39 600 Tracking issue, stopped

after 600 s
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Table A.1 Continued.

Target Field Date ID Exposure [s] Notes

NGC 5584 (TF2) 30/04/16 18 700 Stopped after 700 s, too

much cloud

NGC 5584 (TF2) 30/04/16 19 1800 Mainly clear, cloudy af-

ter 1600 s

NGC 5584 (TF2) 30/04/16 20 1800 Partly cloudy

NGC 5584 (TF2) 30/04/16 22 1800 Cloudy for about half the

time

NGC 5584 (TF2) 30/04/16 23 1800 Fine

NGC 5584 (TF2) 30/04/16 24 600 Stopped after 600 s, too

much cloud

NGC 5584 (TF3) 21/05/17 20 2400 Clear skies

NGC 5584 (TF3) 21/05/17 22 2400 Clear skies

NGC 5584 (TF3) 21/05/17 23 2400 Clear skies

NGC 5584 (TF3) 21/05/17 25 2400 Clear skies

NGC 5584 (TF3) 21/05/17 26 2400 Clear skies

UGC 9299 28/04/16 31 2400 Cloudy, getting thicker

UGC 9299 28/04/16 33 2400 Thick cloud

UGC 9299 28/04/16 34 2400 Slightly less cloud

UGC 9299 28/04/16 36 2400 Low cloud for some time

UGC 9299 28/04/16 37 2400 Low cloud for some time

UGC 9299 01/05/16 21 1800 Fine

UGC 9299 01/05/16 24 1800 Fine

UGC 9299 21/05/17 60 1800 Some cloud

UGC 9299 21/05/17 62 1800 Some cloud

UGC 9299 21/05/17 63 1800 Intermittent cloud, lost

guide star

UGC 9299 21/05/17 65 1800 Intermittent cloud

UGC 9299 23/05/17 15 2400 Hazy

UGC 9299 23/05/17 17 2400 Intermittent cloud from

700 s

UGC 9215 01/05/16 26 2400 Some fog blowing past

UGC 9215 01/05/16 28 2400 Some fog blowing past

UGC 9215 01/05/16 30 2400 Some fog blowing past

UGC 9215 22/05/17 30 2400 Clear skies

UGC 9215 22/05/17 32 2400 Clear skies
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Table A.1 Continued.

Target Field Date ID Exposure [s] Notes

UGC 9215 22/05/17 33 2400 Clear skies

NGC 5496 (TF1) 21/05/17 50 2400 Intermittent cloud

NGC 5496 (TF1) 21/05/17 52 2400 Intermittent cloud

NGC 5496 (TF1) 21/05/17 53 2400 Wispy cloud

NGC 5496 (TF1) 21/05/17 55 2400 Wispy cloud

NGC 5496 (TF1) 21/05/17 56 2400 Some cloud

NGC 5496 (TF2) 23/05/17 21 2400 Intermittent cloud

NGC 5496 (TF2) 23/05/17 23 2400 Intermittent cloud

NGC 5496 (TF2) 23/05/17 24 2400 Clear skies, but not great

seeing

NGC 0007 23/05/17 30 2400 Some cloud

NGC 0007 23/05/17 32 2400 Hazy

NGC 4030 28/04/16 21 2400 Fine

NGC 4030 29/04/16 30 2400 Cloudy after 600 s

NGC 4030 29/04/16 31 2400 Some cloud

NGC 7361 21/05/17 71 2400 Wispy cloud

NGC 7361 21/05/17 74 2400 Some cloud towards end

of exposure

NGC 7361 22/05/17 38 2400 Clear skies

NGC 7361 22/05/17 40 2400 Clear skies

NGC 7361 22/05/17 41 2400 Wispy cloud

NGC 7361 22/05/17 43 2400 Intermittent cloud, guid-

ing failure
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More details on Data Reduction

changes

B.1 Investigating the upturn in the blue end of

the spectra

When going through the data reduction and calibration process, we

find an upturn in flux in the blue end of the spectra from KOALA. This is important

to fix as this upturn in the spectrum makes it difficult to fit our spectra with the

standard templates that are available. This upturn could be caused by issues with

the flux calibration, and also could be due to scattered light. We consider each of

these possibilities in the following sections.

B.1.1 Biases in flux calibration curves

The first thing we tried to do was improve the quality of our flux cali-

bration curves. The blue flux calibration curves also have a very sharp upturn at the

blue end of the spectrum, making them a possible source of the upturn in the galaxy

data after flux calibration.

Initially, we used only the brightest fibre in our flux standard obser-

vations to obtain the spectrum of the standard star. However, this means that the

spectrum obtained from the standard star will be subject to the effects of atmospheric

dispersion. Atmospheric dispersion causes the image of the star to be spread out on

the sky, with the blue end of the spectrum being shifted further than the red end of

the spectrum. With only one fibre being used to create the spectrum for the standard

star, we miss some of the blue flux from the star. This means that the spectrum is
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Figure B.1. Plots of the spectrum obtained from our KOALA observations of the
flux standard LTT3218. The light purple solid line and dark purple dashed line
indicate the spectrum of the star obtained using a single fibre and different methods
of sky subtraction for the KOALA flux standard observations. The teal solid line
indicates the spectrum of the star obtained when using multiple fibres.

lower in the blue end than it should be, and the calibration curve will be increased

to compensate for this.

To address this, we instead use multiple fibres that have the largest

percentages of stellar flux, and sum their contributions together to obtain the spec-

trum from the standard star. This ensures we collect all of the dispersed light from

the star, and that we correct any artificial upturn introduced because of that. An

example of the effect this has on the spectrum is shown in Figure B.1; the spectrum

created from multiple fibres has noticeably higher flux in the very blue end than for

the cases where single fibres were used to obtain the flux of the star. We find that this

goes some way towards improving the upturn in the final data, however, this does

not completely solve the problem. The contribution from this alone is not enough to

completely remove the upturn in the blue end of the spectrum.

B.1.2 Characterising the scattered light

As mentioned in Section 3.3, scattered light has been found to be an

issue for instruments on the AAT which use the AAOmega spectrograph (Green et
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al., 2018). To try and solve any issues caused by scattered light, we attempt to

characterise the scattered light in each of our observations, and subsequently remove

it. We carried this out using some of the products obtained from the reduction process

of 2dFdr. The im.fits files have only had a small part of the reduction process carried

out when they are created by 2dFdr; at this point, only bias subtraction using the

overscan region in each frame has been applied. The flux of each fibre has not yet

been extracted, meaning that it is still spread over several pixels, and there are still

gaps present between each fibre and the fibre bundles they are part of. It is these

gaps that we are interested in for the purposes of scattered light characterisation.

The scattered light is present across the whole frame of each observation, however,

light from the observations is only present where a fibre sits. This means that the

gaps between fibres should contain the profile of the scattered light with wavelength.

Therefore, to obtain the scattered light profile for each observed frame,

we mask out all pixels where the flux from a fibre would be read out onto the CCD.

The profiles obtained from each region are then averaged together to obtain the final

scattered light profile. This process assumes that the scattered light does not change

as you move down the CCD, however we know from looking at the quartz flat in

Figure B.8 that this is not the case; the scattered light is more prominent at the top

and bottom of the CCD. Therefore, we try several different methods of removing the

scattered light from the data.

The first method we use is described above; we average the scattered

light profiles together from each of the gaps in the data, to obtain one final scattered

light profile. This is dubbed the 1D scattered light removal technique. The data

is put through a preliminary simple data reduction process within 2dFdr to obtain

the im.fits files that are created from it. These files are then used to obtain the 1D

scattered light profiles, which are then subtracted from each row of pixels in the raw

data frames. This data is then put back through the final data reduction process in

2dFdr.

We also attempted this 1D scattered light subtraction after the final

reduction process had been carried out in 2dFdr. To do this, the scattered light profile

is obtained in the same way as above, using the im.fits files created in a preliminary

reduction from 2dFdr. The raw data frames are then put through their final data

reduction using 2dFdr. We are interested in the reduced files that are returned from

this process, as we then want to subtract the scattered light profile from each fibre

in those reduced frames. We cannot just subtract the profile on it’s own however;

when the fluxes of the reduced frames are extracted from the raw frames, the flux is

integrated over several pixels to obtain the final fibre flux. The scattered light profile
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is present in every row of pixels, so the final fibres end up with several contributions of

the scattered light included in their final fluxes. This means we need to multiply the

scattered light profile by a factor of 3.33 to get the scattered light profile in the final

fibres; this factor is chosen as the approximate number of pixels each fibre occupies

on the CCD. We do this comparison to check that there are no issues introduced into

this scattered light removal process by the reduction and extraction process within

2dFdr.

The final process we try is a 2D version of the 1D scattered light sub-

traction. This again uses the im.fits files to obtain the scattered light profiles from

the regions in between the fibres on the CCD. We saw from looking at the quartz

flats that the scattered light present in the frames is not constant from the top of the

CCD to the bottom. So instead of averaging the profiles from the gaps to obtain one

final profile, the profiles from the gap regions are used to model the scattered light

in between and obtain a 2D scattered light profile for each frame. This 2D profile

is then subtracted from the raw frames before they are put through 2dFdr for their

final reduction.

We compared these different methods of scattered light subtraction

against one another to see which was the most effective at removing the scattered

light. The results are shown in Figure B.2. We tested each method with several

different object frames for different galaxy fields to see if they improved the quality of

the spectra. Figure B.2 shows that all three of the methods have approximately the

same effect on the average spectrum taken from the object frames that were tested,

when compared to the same spectrum with no scattered light subtraction.

We expected the two methods of 1D scattered light subtraction to be

very similar; this confirms the multiplicative factor of 3.33 was roughly correct for the

contribution that the scattered light has to the final extracted fibre spectrum. The

similar result confirms that the there is nothing odd happening to the data during

the extraction process of 2dFdr after the scattered light subtraction. However, we

expected the 2D scattered light subtraction to be better at removing the scattered

light contamination than the 1D methods. To check that the method was doing what

we expected, we tested it on a simple case; the quartz flats are the perfect example for

this as they are free of any bright emission lines and should show the same spectrum

in every fibre, barring any differences in throughput.
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Figure B.2. Comparisons of the different methods of scattered light subtraction for
two different object frames; the top panel shows an observation of NGC 4030, and the
bottom panel shows an observation of NGC 5584. The average, normalised flux of each
frame is shown against wavelength. The spectrum with no scattered light subtraction
is plotted as the red line, the two methods of 1D scattered light subtraction are plotted
as the yellow and blue line, and the 2D scattered light subtraction is plotted as the
green line in each plot. A median filter has been applied to each spectrum to clean it
up and make the differences caused by the scattered light subtraction clearer.
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Figure B.3. An example of the first 200 pixels of a quartz flat after being put through the 2D scattered light subtraction process.
From left to right the panels show; the quartz flat before 2D scattered light subtraction, the quartz flat after 2D scattered light
subtraction, the difference between the data before and the data after, and the percentage difference in the data before and after.
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If the 2D scattered light subtraction was working correctly for the

quartz flats, then we would expect the bright areas in the corners of the CCD to

be removed, such that the very blue end of the fibres that sit at the top and bottom

of the CCD are brought more in line with the fibres that sit in the middle of the CCD.

These bright areas are shown in the far left panel of Figure B.3; the top 100 and bot-

tom 100 fibres show much brighter flux over the first 100 pixels of the CCD than the

other fibres do. The same area of the CCD after the 2D scattered light subtraction

has been carried out is shown in the next panel along in Figure B.3; the colourbar

is kept consistent between the two plots. Overall, there is less flux all the way down

the CCD after scattered light subtraction; the same scattered light profile seems to

be present in the top and bottom fibres of the CCD. This is also demonstrated in

Figure B.4, the top panel shows the average spectrum before 2D scattered light sub-

traction over the first 200 pixels for the top and bottom 100 fibres, and compares it

to the spectrum for the middle 200 fibres. The bottom panel shows the same areas

after the scattered light subtraction has been carried out. This confirms that the 2D

scattered light is not removing the scattered light the way we would want it to, as

the spectra of the top and bottom 100 fibres do not match with those in the middle

of the CCD.

The final two panels of Figure B.3 give an insight into what might be

happening here. The third panel along shows the difference between the data without

any scattered light correction and the data post scattered light subtraction, and the

final panel shows this quantity as a percentage of the light present in the initial

data. This shows that there is more flux being removed in the areas where there

is scattered light, but seemingly only because these areas are brighter; the model

of the 2D scattered light is removing the same percentage of light from all of the

fibres, without focusing on removing a higher percentage of light from the areas that

are most affected by the scattered light. This is not what we want from the 2D

scattered light subtraction, so we opt to use one of the 1D scattered light subtraction

methods. We use the 1D method which is applied before we put the data through it’s

final reduction process in 2dFdr, as this method means we don’t have to assume any

factors to scale up the scattered light profile; everything is taken care of during the

extraction portion of the process. This is the method we use during the final data

reduction and calibration process for our data.

Overall, the scattered light is not removed completely from the data,

but the 1D scattered light removal method does improve the upturn in flux in most

cases. To completely remove the contribution from the scattered light, a more in-

tensive and complicated removal procedure would be necessary, which is beyond the
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Figure B.4. Plots of the flux in the first 200 pixels of the CCD for the top 100 fibres
(green line), bottom 100 fibres (light blue line) and the middle 200 fibres (dark blue
line). The top panel shows the flux for these regions before the 2D scattered light
subtraction has been applied, and the bottom panel shows the same data after the
2D scattered light subtraction has been applied.
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scope of the project here. If this upturn still poses a problem when we are trying to

fit our data with standard templates, then we will correct for it using polynomials.

B.2 2dFdr Settings

During our initial investigations of the data reduction process using

version 6.28 of 2dFdr (the recommended release version at the time), we tried using

the internal version of PyCosmic with a couple of the different extraction methods

available in 2dFdr; Gauss and OPTEX. During our testing, we encountered an issue

with that version of 2dFdr, where we found that using PyCosmic with OPTEX as the

chosen extraction method was unstable and gave unsatisfactory results, regardless of

the parameters being used in PyCosmic. We did not encounter the same problems

with the Gauss extraction option selected. This is demonstrated in Figure B.5, where

the same part of one of our observations is shown after being reduced with both

the Gauss and OPTEX extraction methods with PyCosmic turned on within 2dFdr.

The frame that was reduced using the Gauss extraction method removes most of

the cosmic rays present without any problems, whereas when the OPTEX extraction

method is used, it fails to remove cosmic rays completely, or misses them entirely. It

also appears to remove flux where there are no cosmic rays at all. It therefore seems

that there is a bug present that affects PyCosmic when it is used alongside OPTEX

in this version of 2dFdr.

B.3 Gauss versus OPTEX Extraction Methods

We compare the Gauss and OPTEX extraction methods to check that

the OPTEX method is functioning as stated, i.e. that it is removing cross-talk, and

is therefore worth the extra running time. The first thing we wanted to investigate

to check for cross-talk was fitting the stellar profile in both the Gauss and OPTEX

extracted cases, and then comparing the residuals to see if the fit varied for the

two reduction methods. The assumption was made that if the OPTEX extraction

method is doing its job correctly, then the flux we see should be as close to a true

representation of the stellar profile as possible, without any extra flux due to cross

talk. This should not be the case for the Gauss extracted data, and the fits should not

be as good. Therefore, we compare the quality of the fits to one another, particularly

in the regions where we expect cross-talk, such as within fibres 430 and 432.

Initially, we tried fitting several different functions to the stellar profile

of the OPTEX extracted data to see which one best represented it. The functions we
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Figure B.5. An example of the differences in the behaviour of PyCosmic depending
on the extraction method used for part of an object frame from KOALA. On the
left is data reduced using the Gauss extraction method alongside PyCosmic within
2dFdr, and on the right is the same data but with the OPTEX extraction used. In the
case where OPTEX is used, many cosmic rays are left untouched by the PyCosmic
algorithm, and others are not completely removed. There is also an area where a
large line of flux has been removed from the top to the bottom of the image when
there is no cosmic ray present. These issues are not seen when Gauss is used.

fitted included a single two dimensional Gaussian function, of the form:

f(x, y) = a exp
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where xo and yo are the central positions of the Gaussian function, σx and σy are

the standard deviations in x and y respectively, and a and b are constants. The next

function we fitted was a double two dimensional Gaussian function, of the form:
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(B.2)

where xo and yo are the central positions of the Gaussian function, σ1 and σ2 are the

standard deviations of the first and second Gaussian functions respectively, and a, b

and c are constants. The final function we fitted was a Moffat profile, a more complex

function often used to fit stellar point spread functions (PSFs), of the form:

f(x, y) = A

(
β − 1

πα2

)(
1 +

[
(x− xo)2 + (y − yo)2

α2

])−β
+B, (B.3)

where xo and yo are the central positions of the Moffat function, β determines the

shape of the function and α determines the scale of the function, and A and B are
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constants. The best fitting parameters of the functions were found by minimising the

sum of the squared residuals between the data and the model. The model fits and

their residuals for each function are shown in Figure B.6.

The single 2D Gaussian function (top row, left panel of Figure B.6)

does not do a good job of fitting the low level wings of the stellar PSF. The Moffat

function (bottom row, left panel of Figure B.6) does a slightly better job at fitting

these low level wings. However, the best fitting model to the PSF of the star, with

the lowest summed squared residuals of the model fits, is the double 2D Gaussian

(middle row, left panel of Figure B.6). Therefore, a double 2D Gaussian function was

fit to the Gauss extracted data as well, so that the two extraction methods could be

compared directly to each other. The ratio of the residuals from the model fit to the

Gauss extracted data to the model fluxes of the OPTEX extracted data was then

calculated, and is shown in Figure B.7. This does not clearly show a great difference

between the Gauss and OPTEX extracted data.

B.4 Throughput Calibration using Quartz Flats

When comparing the quality of the quartz flats as a method of deter-

mining the throughput calibration of the KOALA IFU data, we discovered an issue

with the quartz flats that effects their ability to accurately determine the throughputs

of each fibre. This is shown in Figure B.8; this is an image of a reduced quartz flat

in it’s row stacked spectra form, i.e. with each fibre stacked one on top of the other

in the image, with the horizontal axis representing wavelength. Most of the regions

in the spectra are very uniform, however, at the edges there are bright regions. This

is caused by scattered light from the detector; we have found this to be a serious

issue for our data (Section 3.3). Indeed, the quartz flats have lower flux in these edge

regions and the scattered light contributes a significant contribution to the total flux.

These bright regions at the corners of the field affect the brightness of about 250

of the fibres in the field of view of KOALA, meaning that around a quarter of the

fibres are brighter than they should be in these observations simply due to scattered

light issues, thereby rendering the quartz flats unsuitable for using to determine the

throughput calibration.

B.5 Sky Subtraction

Here we describe the changes we needed to make to perform sky sub-

traction and to remove sky emission lines. We found that using 2dFdr, we were left
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with a number of emission lines in our object spectrum due to incorrect subtraction.

We changed one of the settings in the Calib tab of 2dFdr, and enabled wavelength

calibration using sky emission lines, which lines up the sky emission lines in object

and offset sky frames. We hoped that this would make sure that the sky emission

lines were removed correctly. However, we initially found that after we enabled this

feature, the removal of sky lines improved for some spectra, but got worse for others.

To diagnose the problem, we focused on a small area of the spectrum around a sky

emission line when the wavelength calibration option was enabled and disabled at

different stages of the reduction process; the result of this investigation is shown in

Figure B.9. Through this, we discovered that the wavelength calibration was being

applied to any frame with NDF class ‘MFOBJECT’, but not to those frames with

NDF class ‘MFSKY’ during the reduction process within 2dFdr. This meant that

only our object frames were having the wavelength calibration applied to them, so

when we then used the offset sky spectra, classified as ‘MFSKY’, to perform the sky

subtraction, the sky emission lines were still offset from one another.

To solve this problem, we made copies of our offset sky frames, and

changed the NDF class of the copies to be ’MFOBJECT’. That way, we still had

our original offset skies present as a guide to perform the wavelength calibration,

but the changes necessary were then applied to both object and offset sky frames.

This change unfortunately does not work for the blue CCD, as there is only one

sky emission line present in that wavelength range, and therefore there is not enough

information for the calibration to use. An example result for the red CCD can be seen

in Figure B.10, which shows the average spectrum for the same object frame before

and after these changes were made. The spectrum that results from sky subtraction

using these newly classified ‘MFOBJECT’ offset skies is much cleaner, and shows

that the wavelength calibration is now being applied correctly. When reducing data

using version 6.28 of 2dFdr, wavelength calibration from sky lines is one of the final

options selected, with changes in the classification of the offset sky observations to

‘MFOBJECT’ being applied.

This was the method used to ensure the sky emission lines were removed

correctly whilst we were using version 6.28 of 2dFdr. However, due to another issue

with the data (Chapter 3), we had to switch to using the more recent version 6.88 of

2dFdr. Updates made recently to the functionality of the wavelength calibrate from

sky lines option have caused a bug in the 2dFdr code, which is preventing this option

from working. To solve this problem, we added a cross-correlation step to our sky

subtraction code.
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B.5.1 Sky subtraction on moonlit nights

During testing of our data reduction and calibration process, we dis-

covered an issue with our sky subtraction for some of our observing nights. When

performing our sky subtraction, some of the object observations were coming out of

this process with barely any flux, or even negative flux. This was particularly notice-

able for the data from the 28th April 2016. This prompted us to investigate the flux

of our individual offset sky observations for all of the observing nights. The results

of this are shown in Figure B.11.

We discovered that the brightness of the offset skies was increasing as

the night went on during the 28th April 2016. This was due to the rising of the moon

early on that night. Dark sky time was requested during the observing proposals to

the AAT, but it is not always possible to obtain this for every observing run, and

unfortunately the moon was still full enough during this night that it caused issues

with the data. This was also found to be an issue for the latter part of the night on

the 21st May 2017, where, after moonrise, there is a sharp increase in the flux of the

final offset sky that was taken. However, this affected a far smaller portion of the

data than the moonlight on the 28th April 2016.

Due to this increase in flux, we were unable to use the same sky sub-

traction technique for the moonlit nights. The creation of a master sky requires the

offset sky flux to be consistent throughout the night for an accurate median sky to

be created. For both of the nights affected by moonlight, this was obviously not the

case. This can be clearly seen in Figure B.12 for the objects and offset skies from the

28th April 2016. In both cases where there was contamination from moonlight, the

brightness of the sky rises approximately linearly with time. Therefore, to remove

the correct amount of sky flux during the sky subtraction for each object frame, we

interpolate between the observed offset skies to obtain the sky flux at the time each

object observation was taken, according to the following equation:

S(tObs) =
S(t1)(t2 − tObs) + S(t2)(tObs − t1)

(t2 − t1)
(B.4)

where S(tObs) is the sky flux at the time a particular object observation was taken,

S(t1) and S(t2) are the fluxes of offset skies taken before and after the object observa-

tion respectively, and tObs, t1 and t2 are the times the object observation, sky before

the object observation and sky after the object observation were taken respectively.

An example of the interpolation is shown in Figure B.13. Some of our

galaxy fields had observations that were affected by moonlight and some that were
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not, and could therefore be sky subtracted in the normal way; when the resulting

spectra for those fields were compared against one another, we find good agreement

between the spectra that were sky subtracted using different methods. Due to this

agreement, we feel confident that this interpolation is working correctly, and use this

to solve the problem of moonlight in our final reduction and calibration process.

B.6 Flux Calibration

To perform the flux calibration, we first need to extract the spectrum of

the standard star LTT3218 from our KOALA observations as shown in Figure B.14.

When creating flux calibration curves of the standard star, we see a lot of spectral

features present in the spectrum of the star. We remove these remaining features

to obtain a smooth calibration curve by applying a median filter to each calibration

curve. An example is shown in Figure B.15, before and after the median filter is

applied.
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Figure B.6. Top row: Results from the 2D Gaussian function fit to the OPTEX
extracted flux standard data. The left panel shows the model fluxes from the fitting
routine and the right panel shows the residuals between the model fluxes and the
OPTEX extracted data. Middle row: Results from the double 2D Gaussian function
fit to the OPTEX extracted flux standard data. The left panel shows the model
fluxes from the fitting routine and the right panel shows the residuals between the
model fluxes and the OPTEX extracted data. Bottom row: Results from the Moffat
function fit to the OPTEX extracted flux standard data. The left panel shows the
model fluxes from the fitting routine and the right panel shows the residuals between
the model fluxes and the OPTEX extracted data.
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Figure B.7. Ratio of the residuals of the double 2D Gaussian model fit to the Gauss
extracted data to the model fit to the OPTEX extracted data.

Figure B.8. An example of a quartz flat in its row stacked spectra form, with
wavelength along the horizontal axis and fibre number on the vertical axis. There is
clear contamination from scattered light in the top and bottom left of this observation.
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Figure B.9. Investigation into the functionality of the wavelength calibrate from
sky lines option withing 2dFdr. The top panel shows a section of a reduced object
spectrum, the middle panel a reduced offset sky spectrum, and the bottom panel the
resulting spectrum when the offset sky spectrum is used to sky subtract the object
spectrum in the top panel. All spectra focus on the same wavelength range, where
there are several sky emission lines present. The black and red lines in each panel
indicate whether the spectra were reduced with or without the wavelength calibrate
from sky lines option enabled.
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Figure B.10. Examples of the average sky-subtracted spectrum of an observation of
NGC 5584, taken on 28th April 2016, with the wavelength calibration function being
applied correctly and incorrectly. The top panel shows the resulting spectrum with
incorrect wavelength calibration, and the bottom panel shows the resulting spectrum
with correctly applied wavelength calibration.
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Figure B.11. Plot of the median offset sky flux with time for each observing night.
The brightness of the offset skies for each night are shown as different coloured circles
connected by dashed lines in various colours. The time of moonrise for that each
night is shown as a vertical line of the same colour as the circles of the offset skies.
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Figure B.12. Plot of the median fibre flux with time for the object and offset sky
observations taken on the 28th April 2016. Object observations are plotted as crosses,
and offset sky observations as circles connected by the dashed line. The time of
moonrise on that night is indicated with the solid vertical line.
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Figure B.13. Example spectra of NGC 5584, taken on the 28th April 2016 to
demonstrate that the interpolation between the two closest sky observations works.
The spectrum ‘Sky 24’ was taken before the source observation and ‘Sky 27’ was
taken after (blue and dark green respectively). Using Equation B.4 we interpolate to
determine the sky spectrum at the source - which lies between them (light green).
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Figure B.14. Fibre intensity map for one of the flux standard observations taken
on the 28th April 2016 using the blue CCD of the standard star LTT3218. Regions
of bright flux emission are limited to a small area around the star, which is observed
in the centre of the field of view.
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Figure B.15. An example of the difference between the smoothed and unsmoothed
calibration curve for one of the standard star observations obtained during our ob-
serving runs with KOALA. The top panel shows the flux ratio before the median filter
is applied, and the bottom panel shows the result after the median filter has been
applied and the curve has been smoothed.
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